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A WALK AROUND  
the FLOOR
Conversations with people across the industry are always  
the highlight of my annual trip to Indianapolis

I’ve met some great people in this industry, and I always appreciate 
any chance to catch up face-to-face.

I just got back from the Water & Wastewater Equipment, Treatment 
& Transport (WWETT) Show in Indianapolis, and what stood out wasn’t 
the equipment — although some impressive trucks and technology filled 
the show floor — or anything about the show itself. It was the people.

I got to see some of the first friends I made in this industry, contractors 
whose stories I’ve told, and others who I was lucky enough to meet for the 
first time.

I was a little disappointed, however, that I didn’t meet more utility 
operators. This magazine revolves around you and the work you do. You 
are the magazine, so I appreciate any opportunity to talk to you.

The nice thing about the show and meeting people face-to-face is the 
back-and-forth. I like hearing about the work you’re doing, and I also 
really like hearing what you think of the magazine. The give-and-take 
brings these pages to life.

In many ways, this magazine is like a monthly trade show. Your monthly 
attendance is always appreciated. It’s an opportunity to find out what’s 
new, learn about the latest equipment and get to know other utility 
operators. We have technical talks, safety courses, pages full of tools, 
and networking with the best of your peers from across the industry.

When I walk around trade shows, I see future pages of Municipal Sewer & 
Water. I was happy to see more attention being given to inflow & infiltration 
solutions at this year’s WWETT Show. I talked to several people about 
everything from manhole inserts to grouting, CIPP lining, gaskets and 
pipe seals. It’s a huge issue; one you’re all dealing with to some degree.

We launched I&I magazine for that very reason. Most of you will find 
the latest issue riding along with this month’s MSW. The magazine addresses 
I&I head-on. Every story is dedicated to helping you deal with your own 
I&I issues.

Like MSW, this magazine gives you  a well-rounded picture of what’s 
going on across the industry, but make no mistake, it is its own magazine. 
The focus is solely on I&I. We showcase projects from the perspective of 
both municipalities and contractors. We provide technical insight to help 
you take a more effective approach to your own issues. And we highlight 
new tools and methods for specific I&I problems. You all deal with I&I, 
and now I&I can help you do it more effectively.

If we’ve met, I hope you stay in touch. If we haven’t had the chance, 
please feel free to drop a line and tell me about your utility. Whether I’m 
at my desk or a show, those are the conversations that help move every-
thing forward.

Enjoy this month’s issue. F

FROM THE EDITOR
Luke Laggis

Comments on this column or about any article in this publication may 
be directed to editor Luke Laggis, 800-257-7222; editor@mswmag.com. 

FROM THE EDITOR
Luke Laggis

More Stories at MSWmag.com/featured

See what’s not in print!

MORE?!
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Visit the site daily for new, exclusive content. Read our blogs, find resources and get the most out of Municipal Sewer & Water magazine.
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OV ERH E ARD ONLIN E

In the United States, we’re used 
to having safe and clean water, but 
people in some countries around 
the world do not. Water is global, 
and in communities in developing 
countries that are struggling, a few 
dollars can go a long way. It’s a lot  
of bang for the buck. 
—  A Couple of Paddlers Traverse Big Rivers to Help Provide Water 
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the infrastructure beneath their feet? That’s a never-
ending question for utilities because buy-in from an 
educated public is an important part of taking on the 
various challenges utilities face. In this online exclusive, 
learn more about how the Northeast Ohio Regional 
Sewer District developed an effective public outreach 
tool by turning an old shipping container into a walk-
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California’s Rainbow Municipal Water  
District is a vibrant utility serving residen-
tial and agricultural customers an hour’s 

drive north of San Diego. It’s a far cry from 2013 
when the district almost ceased to exist, a victim 
of high staff turnover, board instability, a lack of 
direction, and a hostile takeover attempt by a 
neighboring agency.

Tom Kennedy, general manager, credits the 
development of a strategic plan as the center plank 
of an effort that brought the district back from 
the brink.

The Rainbow Municipal Water District was 
established in 1953 to serve unincorporated com-
munities that include Rainbow; Bonsall; Pala; and 
portions of Vista, Oceanside, and Fallbrook. Like 
many water districts, it provides only water sup-
plied from outside sources. About 65 percent of 
water is supplied to agribusinesses, such as plant 
nurseries and avocado farms. However, the resi-
dential population of 20,000 is booming as a thou-
sand new homes are coming to market in 2018 
and another 2,500 are in final planning stages.

“That’s the biggest transition in the district,” 
Kennedy says. “Where once we were supplying 
raw water to the groves, it’s now shifted to  
producing potable water for residential users.”

However, residential users consume less water 
than the agricultural customers they replace, while 
existing agribusinesses are becoming increasingly 
efficient. That’s driving down water sales and put-
ting a strain on district revenue. Whereas 15 years 
ago the district supplied 35,000 acre-feet of water 
annually, it now projects sales of fewer than 15,000 
acre-feet. Finding efficiencies helps to mitigate 
rate increases.

The distribution system includes 320 miles 
of water pipe, 13 water tanks, three reservoirs 
and 70 pressure regulating stations across a 
challenging topography ranging from 25 to 
200 feet in elevation.

High-Pressure System

“We run a lot of pressure to get the water 
through the system,” Kennedy says. “Much of the 
system runs at 200 psi, but it reaches 400 psi. 
When you have eight customers on a mile of trans-
mission main, you have to find ways to mitigate 
pressure. We have about 1,200 regulators installed 
just to make sure our water meters don’t blow 
up. High pressure is a mixed blessing because if 
we experience a leak, we know about it quickly 
— a pinhole turns into a roar pretty quickly.”

About 85 percent of the system is concrete-
lined welded steel. There’s a little asbestos cement, 
but new residential developments are serviced 
with PVC pipe. The largest transmission mains 
measure 42 inches in diameter, while the smallest 
measure 4.

Kennedy says the distribution system is in good 
shape. “We’ve narrowed down the areas most likely 
to break by correlating them with higher pres-
sures, age, topography and corrosive soils,” he 
says. “About 80 percent of leaks occur in 20 per-
cent of pipes. Also, the build quality of certain 
installations isn’t where it should have been. 
Contractors didn’t mud the joints, so while the 
pipe is great, the joints are weak.”

A small sewer system transports wastewater 
from new residential developments to a treatment 
plant in Oceanside. Much of the system is newer 
PVC with a small amount of vitrified clay. Pipes 

Developing a strategic plan  
helped struggling water district find focus,  
stabilize operations and improve service
By Peter Kenter

A SENSE  
of PURPOSE

FOCUS: WATER
“Our fleet travels half a million miles most years. 
Efficiency is about managing work orders from  
our construction crews and marrying them with 

our wastewater crews, our valve maintenance  
crews and our customer service people.”

Tom Kennedy

Rainbow Municipal Water District’s Victor 
Venestra guides the vacuum boom while 
Chris Hand operates the controls of the 
district’s Vac-Con combination truck.  
(Photography by Collin Chappelle)
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range from 6 to 18 inches in diameter. 
“It’s a newer system. Knock on wood — we’ve 

seen very few issues,” Kennedy says. 

Doing It In-House
In-house crews handle many sewer and water 

construction and repair jobs, with larger scale 
work contracted out.

The district owns a Vac-Con combination truck 
and cleans the sewer system every two years, with 
extra attention paid to problem areas. Valves are 
exercised on a two-year schedule. Pump stations 
and backup generators are inspected and main-
tained weekly.

The district uses Infor enterprise asset man-
agement software that is integrated with 
GeoViewer by Nobel Systems to coordinate crew 
activity. The integrated software system delivers 
asset management, GIS information, vehicle track-
ing, dig alerts and customer service software into 
a single app. That provides iPads with near-instan-
taneous field access to information that includes 
as-built drawings, aerial photographs and worker-
captured images.

“Our fleet travels half a million miles most 
years,” Kennedy says. “Efficiency is about manag-
ing work orders from our construction crews and 
marrying them with our wastewater crews, our valve 
maintenance crews and our customer service peo-
ple. By getting all our people mapped, we can dis-

patch crew members to the nearest service call.”

High Turnover
In 2014, Kennedy became the district’s 45th 

general manager. “The tenures were always short,” 
he says. “There was also instability at the board 
level, and employee turnover had been running 
as high as 40 percent.”

The Rainbow Municipal Water District was 
also in the middle of an existential crisis. The 
district had entered into a joint partnership agree-
ment with a neighboring district to share staff 
and equipment. The previous Rainbow Municipal 
Water District general manager had retired, and 
the manager of the neighboring district had been 
temporarily overseeing Rainbow operations.

“The other district wanted to formalize a 
merger, while Rainbow favored the JPA,” Ken-
nedy says. “The other district then applied to the 
county’s Local Agency Formation Commission 
to dissolve RMWD and force a consolidation.” 

After a 14-month effort, Kennedy and district 
residents averted the forced merger. 

“In part, that issue was the result of decades 
of political instability and lack of critical focus on 
the part of RMWD,” he says. “If we were to respect 
the fight our ratepayers made to prevent the 
district from being dissolved and to demon-
strate that we were capable of being a properly 
functioning organization, we needed to have a 

common vision of who we were and identify our 
common values and what we were doing.”

Building Consensus
Kennedy wanted the strategic plan to emerge 

from a consensus of stakeholders, rather than be 
driven from the top down.

The district contracted an outside facilitator 
who identified four steps to create the plan: plan-
ning to plan, analyzing the situation, setting a stra-
tegic direction, and completing and monitoring 
the plan. 

1. Planning to plan
The district identified all stakeholders using the 

broadest brush possible. These included board mem-
bers, employees, managers, ratepayer groups and 
the public. The district also appointed a leadership 
team made up of management and employees.

2. Analyzing the situation
The process began with a series of questions: 

What are our strengths? Our weaknesses? What 
are the most important short- and long-term  
priorities? What do you want the district to be 
known for in the community? It also included a 
SWOT analysis, identifying strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, and threats.

“We interviewed board members individually,” 

“If we were to respect the fight our ratepayers made to prevent the district 
from being dissolved and to demonstrate that we were capable of being a 
properly functioning organization, we needed to have a common vision of 

who we were and identify our common values and what we were doing.”
Tom Kennedy

PROFILE:
Rainbow Municipal  
Water District,  
Fallbrook, California 
YEAR ESTABLISHED:
1953

CUSTOMERS:
20,000 population, 8,000 water  
connections, 3,000 sewer connections

SERVICE AREA: 
80 square miles

DEPARTMENT STAFF:
50

CURRENT INFRASTRUCTURE: 
Water — 320 miles; sewer — 62 miles

ANNUAL BUDGET: 
$50 million (2017-18)

ASSOCIATIONS: 
American Water Works Association,  
Association of California Water  
Agencies, California Special Districts 
Association

WEBSITE: 
www.rainbowmwd.com

Chris Hand vacuums debris from a lift station 
while doing routine maintenance for the 
Rainbow Municipal Water District. 
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Kennedy says. “Employees were consulted in  
randomly selected groups to avoid having them 
participate with co-workers or people with the 
same job description.”

Public input was sought at community meet-
ings and open board sessions.

“We wanted to hear everything — even if it was 
just anecdotal or seemed wacky — on the belief that 
the best ideas would distill out,” Kennedy says. “We 
would put all ideas on sticky notes and whiteboards 
to find commonality. If we weren’t aligned, we would 
hold further sessions to see if we could clarify the 

disagreement, but if those differences couldn’t be 
ironed out, the view of the board would prevail. We 
were fortunate to get a pretty good consensus.”

3. Setting a strategic direction
The district defined a concise mission state-

ment that answered three questions: Why are you 
here? Who do you serve? How do you conduct 
yourself? The result:

“To provide our customers reliable, high quality 
water and water reclamation services in a fiscally 
sustainable manner.”

The leadership team identified six areas of 
strategic focus that would help set direction: water 
resources, asset management, workforce develop-
ment, fiscal responsibility, customer service and 
communication. Each area offered a goal and some 
simple annual objectives. For example, under 
“water resources” in the first strategic plan, published 
January 2016, the district pursued additional ground-
water sources to supplement water purchased 
from outside.

The district also identified a list of core values 
and a brief description of how each would be  

THE CURRENCY OF EXCELLENCE

The Rainbow Municipal Water District developed its first strategic plan 
in 2016. It’s also developed a coin program that rewards employee 
excellence against the values outlined in the plan.

“We’re located next to the Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base, and 
some of our employees have been part of the military,” says Tom Kennedy, 
general manager of the district. “One of our managers who is also a 

reservist suggested we establish an excellence coin program of the type 
used by the military.”

All employees, board members and district volunteers receive the 
district’s Excellence Coin, which bears the district’s values, focus areas and 
mission statement. Each month, employees are nominated and awarded 
coins representing each core value — and a gift card.

“The coins symbolize our shared participation as a group,” Kennedy 
says. “They’re also a tangible representation and reminder of our focus 
areas and values.”

The Rainbow Municipal Water District staff includes (from left) Operations Manager 
Darren Milner, HR Manager Karleen Harp, General Manager Tom Kennedy and 
interim Engineering Manager Michael Powers.

The district adapted the military’s challenge coin system 
of recognition in order to boost employee morale and 
engagement.

“The strategic plan isn’t just 
a document that you file 

away. It’s a living document 
that we refer to daily and 

update annually.”
Tom Kennedy

   FEATURED PRODUCTS FROM:
Infor
800-821-9316
www.infor.com

Nobel Systems Inc.
909-890-5612
www.nobel-systems.com

Vac-Con, Inc.
904-284-4200
www.vac-con.com
(See ad page 56)

exemplified: integrity, professionalism, innovation, 
responsibility and teamwork.

4. Completing and monitoring the plan. 
The leadership team wrote the final strategic 

plan with the assistance of the facilitator, keeping it 
short and easy to read.

“The strategic plan isn’t just a document that 
you file away,” Kennedy says. “It’s a living document 
that we refer to daily and update annually.”

The district reports to the board on its objectives 
every quarter. Any new proposals are first filtered through 
the strategic plan before further consideration.

“If a board member asks us to pursue a certain 
initiative, we measure that against the strategic plan,” 
Kennedy says. “For example, in making asset man-
agement one of our strategic focuses, we choose long-
term or permanent solutions that are installed 
cost-effectively.”

The district reassessed the strategic plan in June 
2017 and updated some strategic objectives.

“We thought recycled water was going to be a 
great idea for the district, but our study demonstrated 
it wasn’t going to be cost-effective,” Kennedy says. 
“Each year you need to pivot a little on your 
objectives.”

Not only has the strategic plan given the district 
a sense of unified purpose, it has given Rainbow a 
sense of continuity.

“The water distribution system will be here long 
after we’re gone,” Kennedy says. “The strategic plan 
confirms that our job is to be good stewards of that 
system so that we can hand it to the next generation 
in good condition.” F

The Rainbow Municipal Water District is located 
in the hills north of San Diego. Well over half 
the district’s water is delivered to agricultural 
customers, but residential and commercial 
development is rapidly changing the area.
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THE HUMAN SIDE
We invite readers to offer 
ideas for this regular column, 
designed to help municipal and 
utility managers deal with day-to-
day people issues like motivation,  
team building, recognition and 
interpersonal relationships. 
Feel free to share your secrets 
for building and maintaining a 
cohesive, productive team. Or 
ask a question about a specific 
issue on which you would like 
advice. Call editor Luke Laggis 
at 800-257-7222, or email 
editor@mswmag.com. 

THE VALUE  
of CORE VALUES
It’s not easy to create meaningful company values that resonate  
with employees, but the benefits make it worth the effort
By Ken Wysocky

In many workplaces, corporate values are little more than words drummed 
up by executives in a boardroom, then placed on a poster that’s hung 
unceremoniously in a lobby or main hallway. In fact, the very mention 

of the words corporate values to employees usually is met with indifference 
or eye rolls.

But not at Neovia Logistics Services, a global third-party logistics out-
sourcing firm with more than 8,000 employees in more than 20 countries 
and U.S. operations based in Irving, Texas. About a year ago, the company 

finished a revamp of its core values, then 
integrated them into virtually all facets 
of employees’ daily work lives, says Shari 
Chernack, the company’s vice president 
of communications and engagement.

The end result of making corporate 
values a living and breathing part of 
employees’ jobs? Enhanced employee 
engagement because they clearly under-
stand company expectations for things 
such as how to treat each other and cus-
tomers, as well as what’s needed to 
advance their careers, Chernack says.

“Core values are at the center of 
everything a company does,” Chernack 
explains. “They set the mark and aspi-
rations for what companies should be 
like in terms of how people serve their 
customers, treat one another and make 
the place where they spend the major-
ity of their waking hours as strong and 

good an environment as possible.
“So there’s a lot riding on those values because they provide a way for 

companies to talk about all those things and aspire to do well at all of them,” 
she continues. “If you look at lists of the most admired companies and best 
places to work, they all have strong, well-communicated corporate values 
… those values must be true to what a company is and what it’s trying  
to accomplish.”

Input from all levels
To make corporate values meaningful and worthwhile to employees, 

Neovia Logistics Services officials didn’t develop them in the isolated vacuum 
of a corporate boardroom. Instead, they solicited input from about 300 
employees from around the world and from all levels of employment. “We 

didn’t want the values to come from a boardroom,” she notes. “We wanted 
to hear about the insights and aspirations of those hundreds of employees 
who shared their input and stories. In essence, it was a very large series of 
focus groups.”

Those 300 employees were asked to review a list of 40 common attributes 
associated with core values and choose the ones that resonated the most — 
decide which ones were the most important and relevant, given their experi-
ences and what they know about the company. The company evaluated but 
decided not to choose certain words that have become extremely common-
place in corporate values, such as “integrity,” Chernack points out.

After that, management analyzed all the input and emerged with clear 
themes, which were further refined and sharpened into five final core values: 
customer commitment, fairness, outcomes (to focus on results), teamwork 
and safety.

“The values have to be authentic in order to resonate with employees,” 
Chernack explains. “They also must be integrated into the way employees 
work every day — into the processes and conversations. They need to 
provide guidance — a true north.

“Without all that, they’re really almost separate from what the company 
is doing and they become meaningless words hanging on a wall,” she adds. 
“It’s great to post your core values on a wall, but the challenge is making 
sure they’re more than just that — words on a wall.”

Front and center
How does Neovia Logistics Services ensure that doesn’t happen? For 

starters, they’re highly visible and prominent in employees’ daily work lives. 
Values are included in regular team meetings with employees. “A lot of 
meetings start with discussions of core values,” she says. “They’re also embed-
ded in our leadership competencies, so if someone wants to be a leader, 
they’re evaluated by how they live those values.”

Moreover, the company’s core values are integrated into other talent-
related processes, such as assessment and performance management. “We 
also make sure our recruiters are knowledgeable about our values so 
that they include them as criteria when assessing the strengths of job 
candidates,” Chernack adds.

In addition, the company reinforces core values by recognizing and 
honoring employees who demonstrate them. “If an employee team does 
something really incredible, for example, we’ll post an article in our 
communication channels,” she notes. “Furthermore, our chief execu-
tive officer recognizes (values-based) outcomes at our quarterly global town 
hall meetings. We do everything we can to make sure our values are lived 
and breathed by all employees.”

“The values have  
to be authentic in order 

to resonate with 
employees. They also 

must be integrated into 
the way employees 

work every day — into 
the processes and 

conversations. They 
need to provide  

guidance —  
a true north.”
Shari Chernack

The company also stresses that when it comes to articulating and pro-
moting the company’s values, everyone — from the chief executive officer 
and operations leaders to plant supervisors and line workers — is respon-
sible. “That’s why it’s important to choose core values that aren’t so pie in 
the sky that no one knows what they mean,” she says.

Assessing effectiveness
How can companies determine if their values need a makeover? Chernack 

suggests using tools such as engagement surveys, 360-degree feedback 
surveys and performance reviews. In short, there’s a wealth of data that 
companies can obtain fairly easily through their annual measures of 
engagement and performance. “There may be (more overt) signals, but 
sometimes employee data can be the canary in the coal mine that indicates 
problems that may not be readily visible to management,” she says.

Neovia Logistics Services launched its new set of values in March 2017. 
To generate interest among employees, a team created a “guerrilla-style” 
video that showed workers from around the world talking about what the 
core values mean to them. Managers also received conversation starters to 
initiate discussions about values at meetings, she says.

Post-launch surveys indicate employees have embraced the new core 
values. One month after the launch, the company conducted two surveys: 
One to judge employee awareness of the values and another to see how 
they align with employees’ personal values. Both surveys yielded results that 
were more than 90 percent favorable, Chernack says.

In addition, the company’s regular engagement surveys now ask employ-
ees about how well they feel the company demonstrates each of the five val-
ues. The bottom line: Companies should periodically survey employees to 
measure how well its values serve them and the company. “It’s all part of 
regularly assessing the health of your organization,” Chernack says. And 
making sure that values are more than just words on a wall. F
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FOCUS: WATER

Kingsport distribution crew handles hilly topography  
and multiple pressure zones while establishing  
operational excellence
By David Steinkraus

Kingsport is a city of hills and ridges.  
Nestled in the Appalachian Mountains of east-
ern Tennessee, it’s also a place where people 

want to live on the high ground. And that is the chal-
lenge for the city’s water distribution system.

“We had one customer who moved here from a 
northern state and complained about low water pres-
sure,” says Chad Austin, P.E., manager of the distribu-
tion and collections systems for the city, on the 

Tennessee-Virginia border. “I pulled his meter, 
turned around, and said, ‘Boy this is a beautiful 
view.’ He said, ‘Yes, that’s why I love it here.’ And 
I said, ‘Well, that’s why you have low water 
pressure.’”

Over the years, the city has addressed those 
pressure problems with a series of booster pumps. 
Proof of how well the system has done can be found 
in its awards. In 2016, the distribution system 

earned an Operational Excellence Award from 
the American Water Works Association.

The team members running the city’s filtration 
plant are award winners in their own right. In 
2017, they earned a ninth consecutive Directors 
Award from the Partnership for Safe Water.

Piping issues

When designing for distribution on the tops 

of ridges, the goal is to reach a pressure of 45 to 
50 psi. The Kingsport system includes about 20 
percent galvanized pipe, which fell out of favor 
with utilities because of corrosion issues. Another 
20 percent of the pipe is cast iron, laid in 1929 
when the system was started.

“We did a master plan a few years ago to 
identify areas where that pipe needs replacing,” 
Austin says. “We based our work on what our field 
staff found and also on issues reported by our 
customers. We try to take care of those in as timely 
a manner as possible. If there is a water-quality 
or flow issue, we move on those right away.” 

Although the team has discussed the advan-
tage of having alternate paths to feed water 
through the system, that’s not possible because 
of the topography. Elevation at the filtration plant 
is 1,286 feet, and the highest point in the system 
is 2,020 feet. “That’s why we have so many pres-
sure zones,” Austin says.

The system’s 15 zones include a main pressure 
zone with five water tanks to serve the central city. 
Six main pumping stations are outside the city 
limits. In some cases, water must pass through 
three or four main stations to reach the far ends 
of the system.

PUSHING IT  
to the TOP

PROFILE:
Water Distribution  
System, Kingsport,  
Tennessee
BUILT:
1929

POPULATION SERVED:
102,000

SERVICE AREA: 
120 square miles

EMPLOYEES:
77 (water distribution and wastewater 
collection)

SOURCE WATER: 
South Fork of the Holston River

SYSTEM STORAGE: 
19 million gallons

DISTRIBUTION: 
847 miles of water mains

ANNUAL BUDGET: 
$4.4 million (distribution operations)

WEBSITE: 
www.kingsporttn.gov

Kingsport water quality control specialist Tony Bishop grabs a water sample during 
routine hydrant flushing to check the chlorine level. (Photography by Martin Cherry)
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Team approach
If a larger line has problems, the city has seven 

maintenance crews available, but Austin could 
not recall any major problems. There are enough 
interconnections to keep outages manageable. 
A big outage affects 200 to 300 people. With 
digital maps available on the technicians’ tablets, 
they can see where all the valves are and figure 
out which need to be closed to isolate a break 
and keep the size of an outage down.

Along with its main pumps, the system has 21 
booster pumps. Main pump stations vary from 
7.5 to 350 hp; most are in the 40 to 50 hp range. 
Booster pumps are typically 3 to 5 hp. In Austin’s 
17 years with the utility, technicians have replaced 
about half of the booster pumps. Each time a 
station was replaced, engineers adjusted the 
design and, in some cases, the location to equal-
ize the pressure through the zone.

Only two tanks are elevated to create head 
pressure. The rest are standpipes on the ridges; 
some of those also have booster pumps to supply 
water to buildings along the ridge. Tanks were 
sited to take advantage of gravity. There have been 
discussions about new tanks, but no one wants to 
give up land for them. Instead, the water team 
looks for operational efficiencies to eliminate the 
need for new tanks.

“Pressure is low along the ridges and high in the 
valleys,” Austin says. “One of the other challenges 
came in the late 1980s and early 1990s when we 
took over some smaller utilities and combined all 
the operations under one organization.” 

Detecting leaks
One strategy for managing pressure is a con-

tinual search for leaks. When the city switched 
to an automated meter-reading system in 2008 and 
2009, it also installed about 4,500 leak detectors. 
“So they’re sitting out there on services and 
turn on between 2 and 3 a.m.,” Austin says. 
“They listen for the sound of a leak. When the 
technician who’s reading meters drives through 
the area, the leak detector information down-
loads to his iPad along with the meter readings.

“A lot of our leaks don’t necessarily come up to 
the ground because we have a lot of karst geology. 

“We had one customer who  
moved here from a northern state 
and complained about low water 

pressure. I pulled his meter, turned 
around, and said, ‘Boy this is a 

beautiful view.’ He said, ‘Yes, that’s 
why I love it here.’ And I said,  

‘Well, that’s why you have  
low water pressure.’”

Chad Austin

Distribution Specialist Jason Brooks (foreground) and utilities location specialist 
Russell Watterson work to find a leak in a waterline.
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      n Brandon, Vermont — where Steve Cijka is responsible for preventing root              
      damage to the town’s sewer lines — a lot of the pipes were laid in the 1930s 
      and are easy prey for the roots of Brandon’s many sugar maples. 
Until they started using RootX®, Steve and his crews used a root 
cutting machine and the slow going made for a lot of unpleasant work 
in the 20-degree Brandon winters. Since he switched to RootX®, 
Steve reports that he sees the evidence of RootX® working in real 
time, killing roots while not damaging the town’s beloved trees. 

“ I trust 
RootX® 
because
it works.”
Steve Cijka, Chief Operator, Town of Brandon, VT

• EPA-accepted, proven root-killing solution
•  Easily applied by sewer crews with your existing 
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• Cost effective and guaranteed to work up to 36 months.*
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We’ve had several 6- and 8-inch lines break all 
the way through and not a drop of water came 
to the surface. We had to spot the pressure drop 
and then go look for them.” In one case, the 
customers having problems were more than a 
mile from the break. 

Two employees survey for leaks in areas that 
have not been checked recently. “That helps us 
define some leaks that otherwise we wouldn’t have 
known about,” Austin says. “And it helps us be 
proactive because in other places, citizens have 
been very upset about the size of water losses they 
pay for.”

Preventing contamination
The city also implemented a cross-contamina-

tion program before Austin arrived, and in 2009, 
it won an award from the Tennessee Backflow 
Prevention Association.

Every customer is surveyed to determine what 
is present — swimming pools, water softeners, 
irrigation lines and other features — and how 
great a cross-contamination risk each presents. 

TECHNOLOGY IN THE FIELD

Since 2014, water distribution technicians in Kingsport, Tennessee, have 

used iPad tablets to help manage the system. Before that, digital maps were 

available through the city’s GIS but were not accessible to technicians in the field.

“We manage all our work through iPads,” says Chad Austin, P.E., who 

manages the water distribution system. “If something is broken, a technician 

does a request that is tagged with the name of that 

asset. In the office, we can use that information to 

do reports and look at, for example, how often we 

have fixed a section of line.”

If a line is breaking often, it is moved up on the 

replacement schedule. Technicians are not limited 

to looking at waterlines. They can also see sewer 

and stormwater lines on iPad maps. It helps them 

understand the whole system so they can operate 

it better, Austin says. Also on the iPads are lists of 

what equipment is designated for a job, which 

people are assigned, their hours, and a material list.

Repair crew leaders carry the iPads and go out 

with technicians who read meters so they can see, 

for example, where service has been turned off.  

“I can open the software and see the status of any 

request,” Austin says. The Cartegraph operations 

management system on the iPads and office 

computers links to the city’s GIS system. Changes 

made to a map in one system are automatically 

updated on the other.

A few valves in the Kingsport system can be controlled from an iPad, 

but most are still manual. Also linked to the iPads are some pressure-

reducing and flow-sensing equipment. Kingsport is working on an 

improvement plan from the Partnership for Safe Water. For the phases that 

require good recordkeeping and data analysis, the iPads will be helpful.

A Kingsport Water Service worker connects a valve on a new AVK water meter.

The Kingsport crew excavates a  
leaking waterline to make a repair.

(continued)

Kingsport is home to industries that include a paper 
mill, military ammunition plant and chemical plant. 
If there is a risk, technicians check to ensure that 
backflow preventers are installed.

The initiative started a couple of decades ago 
after an incident involving a trucking company 
that had a wash bay with a sump. The hose used 
to wash the trucks was lying in the sump one day 
when a waterline broke, and some of the oily, 
soapy wash water was sucked into the lines. Back-
flow preventers are tested annually. At the same 
time, a technician does another survey to find 
out whether anything has changed. New cus-
tomers are surveyed when the tap is installed.

Looking for new customers
Kingsport has extra capacity in its filtration 

plant and has a tool to attract industries. The 
chemical plant is just downstream of the water 
system intake on the South Fork of the Holston 
River. Founded in 1920, the chemical plant makes 
products found in paint, adhesives, textiles, sports-
drink bottles, pharmaceuticals, medical devices 
and other goods. The chemical plant has its own 
water intake for production processes and fire 
control, but potable water for employees comes 
from the city. The chemical plant accounts for 
about 15 percent of the system’s average daily 
production of 15 mgd. 

“We want industries, especially if they use a 
lot of water,” Austin says. “With our system spread 
out the way it is, we can’t put a plant anywhere 
because we simply could not push enough water 
into some of those pressure zones. But there are 
good spots where a company would do well in 
proximity to our larger lines.” 

The technical staff is a mix of ages and experi-
ence. About 30 years ago, the city hired a number 
of people, and in the past few years, several of 
them have retired. Austin’s section, which includes 
water and sewer, has 77 people. More than 20 
have been with the city for 20 years or more. The 
same number have been on the team for fewer 
than five years. 

The Kingsport team has a good handle on its 
system, but that isn’t enough. They’re working 
on data collection and analysis as part of the 
Partnership for Safe Water program. It will help 
Kingsport better handle all those ups and downs. 
F
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Cartegraph
563-556-8120
www.cartegraph.com

American AVK  
Company
775-552-1400
www.americanavk.com

A water meter vault is lifted from a boom 
truck to be set in place at a new construction 
site.  
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manages the water distribution system. “If something is broken, a technician 

does a request that is tagged with the name of that 

asset. In the office, we can use that information to 

do reports and look at, for example, how often we 

have fixed a section of line.”

If a line is breaking often, it is moved up on the 

replacement schedule. Technicians are not limited 

to looking at waterlines. They can also see sewer 

and stormwater lines on iPad maps. It helps them 

understand the whole system so they can operate 

it better, Austin says. Also on the iPads are lists of 

what equipment is designated for a job, which 

people are assigned, their hours, and a material list.

Repair crew leaders carry the iPads and go out 

with technicians who read meters so they can see, 

for example, where service has been turned off.  

“I can open the software and see the status of any 

request,” Austin says. The Cartegraph operations 

management system on the iPads and office 

computers links to the city’s GIS system. Changes 

made to a map in one system are automatically 

updated on the other.

A few valves in the Kingsport system can be controlled from an iPad, 

but most are still manual. Also linked to the iPads are some pressure-

reducing and flow-sensing equipment. Kingsport is working on an 

improvement plan from the Partnership for Safe Water. For the phases that 

require good recordkeeping and data analysis, the iPads will be helpful.
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The Kingsport crew excavates a  
leaking waterline to make a repair.
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Kingsport is home to industries that include a paper 
mill, military ammunition plant and chemical plant. 
If there is a risk, technicians check to ensure that 
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The initiative started a couple of decades ago 
after an incident involving a trucking company 
that had a wash bay with a sump. The hose used 
to wash the trucks was lying in the sump one day 
when a waterline broke, and some of the oily, 
soapy wash water was sucked into the lines. Back-
flow preventers are tested annually. At the same 
time, a technician does another survey to find 
out whether anything has changed. New cus-
tomers are surveyed when the tap is installed.

Looking for new customers
Kingsport has extra capacity in its filtration 

plant and has a tool to attract industries. The 
chemical plant is just downstream of the water 
system intake on the South Fork of the Holston 
River. Founded in 1920, the chemical plant makes 
products found in paint, adhesives, textiles, sports-
drink bottles, pharmaceuticals, medical devices 
and other goods. The chemical plant has its own 
water intake for production processes and fire 
control, but potable water for employees comes 
from the city. The chemical plant accounts for 
about 15 percent of the system’s average daily 
production of 15 mgd. 

“We want industries, especially if they use a 
lot of water,” Austin says. “With our system spread 
out the way it is, we can’t put a plant anywhere 
because we simply could not push enough water 
into some of those pressure zones. But there are 
good spots where a company would do well in 
proximity to our larger lines.” 

The technical staff is a mix of ages and experi-
ence. About 30 years ago, the city hired a number 
of people, and in the past few years, several of 
them have retired. Austin’s section, which includes 
water and sewer, has 77 people. More than 20 
have been with the city for 20 years or more. The 
same number have been on the team for fewer 
than five years. 

The Kingsport team has a good handle on its 
system, but that isn’t enough. They’re working 
on data collection and analysis as part of the 
Partnership for Safe Water program. It will help 
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It’s what’s below 
the surface that 
counts.

wastequip-cusco.com

The underworld can be a dirty place, but Cusco’s new 

Sewer Jetter obliterates blockages to keep you up and 

running when you need it most. This industry-leading 

truck performs major cleanups by excavating debris 

with a 26 ft. boom reach and a 270˚ boom rotation 

to reach every clog, every time. Outfitted with quality 

components and reverse engineered for optimal weight 

and payload with a superior operator control system, 

the Sewer Jetter is packed with features and benefits to 

outlast the competition.

Boom Rotation Boom Reach

26 ft.

Oversized Waste Tank CA Max. Maneuverability

 206"

INTRODUCING CUSCO’S SEWER JETTER
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MANUFACTURERS

Envirosight 
111 Canfield Ave., Unit B3  

Randolph, NJ  07869
866-936-8476 
973-252-6700

 (f) 973-252-1176
 www.envirosight.com
mail@envirosight.com

See ad page 2

Jetscan Combination cleaning and inspection  
(HD video nozzle) up to 24" up to 80 up to 2,500 16.3 Ibs. 6 3/4" - 1"

Enz USA Inc.
1585 Beverly Ct., Unit 115 

Aurora, IL 60502
877-369-8721 

630-692-7880
(f) 630-692-7885

www.enzusainc.com
 sales@enzusainc.com

See ad page30

General Pipe Cleaners
1101 Thompson Ave. 

McKees Rocks, PA 15136
800-245-6200 

412-771-6300
www.drainbrain.com
info@drainbrain.com

NozzTeq® Inc. 
1497 Main St. #354
 Dunedin, FL 34698

727-233-4979 
(f) 603-413-6744

www.nozzteq.com
info@nozzteq.com

See ad page 47

Bulldog Antiblast Anti-Toilet Blowing in Residentials 8" - 24" 55 to 80 1,500 - 1,800 17 lbs. 6 1" -  1 1/4"
Bulldog Cleaning grease, roots, deposits, etc. 8" - 24" 50 to 120 2,000 - 2,900 17 lbs. 7 6 1" - 1 1/4"
Rotodrill Cleaning blocked pipes, frozen pipes, heavy debris 2" - 14" 13 to 80 2,000 - 4,000 0.25 lbs. to 1.5 lbs. 1 6 1/2" - 1"
Grenade Flushing heavy debris 6" - 12" 40 to 80 2,000 - 3,600 11 lbs. 10 1"

Chisel 60.100L Penetrating clogs, root masses, frozen pipes 6" - 16" 50 to 80 2,000 - 3,600 6 lbs. 4 6 1"
10.125TR Chain Scraper Root removal, hard grease, hard deposits 5" - 12" 14 to 80 2,000 - 3,600 6 lbs. 6 1"

10.200R Rotating Chain Scraper Removal of root masses, clogs, hard deposits 8" - 16" 50 to 80 2,000 - 3,600 78 lbs. 6 1"
10.400R Rotating Chain Scraper Removal of root masses, clogs, hard deposits 16" - 32" 80 to 120 2,000 - 3,600 105 lbs. 6 1"

14.200 Milling Cutter Removal of concrete & mineral deposits,  
dropped liners 8" 80 to 120 2,000 - 2,200 70 lbs. 6 1" -  1 1/4"

Bulldozer 50.100G Flushing debris from large pipe 16" - 40" 40 to 80 2,000 - 3,600 57 lbs. 1 8 1"

Chisel Point Nozzle Penetrating, breaking up debris 4" - 10" 12 2,500 4 oz. 4 6 1/2"
Traction Nozzle Sand and mud removal 4" - 10" 12 2,500 8 oz. 1 6 1/2"
Cleaning Nozzle Maintenance Cleaning 4" - 10" 12 2,500 12 oz. 8 1/2"

Spring Leader Nozzle Guiding hose around tight bends 2" - 10" 1.5 to 8 1,500 - 3,000 4 oz. 3 to 4 1/8" - 1/4" - 3/8"
Downhead Nozzle Dropping down T’s 2" - 4" 1.5 to 4 1,500 - 3,000 2 oz. 3 1 1/2" - 2"
Chain Saw Nozzle Cutting roots 4" - 10" 4 to 12 2,500 - 3,000 2 lbs. 2 to 4 3/8" - 1/2"

Rotary Nozzle Scour pipe walls clean 2" - 10" 1.5 to 12 1,500 - 3,000 2 oz. to 10 oz. 2 to 4 1/8" - 1/4" - 3/8" - 1/2"

BL Swiper™  (Med) Reduce blown toilets and safe in lined pipes 8" - 18" 15 to 250 400 - 4,000 3 lbs. 4 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"

HAMMERHEAD™ High performance sewer cleaning  
or storm water cleaning 6" - 12" 5 to 80 400 - 4,000 4 lbs. 4 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"

Multi-Global Nozzle™ Sewer and pipe cleaning for penetration 2" and Up 4 to 170 400 - 4,000 2 lbs. 4 6 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"

JAWS® High performance sewer and  
pipe cleaning heavy debris 6" - 30" 30 to 265 400 - 4,000 7 lbs. 5 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"

IceBear Penetrating Nozzle™ Sewer and pipe cleaning penetrating nozzle 1" and Up 4 to 170 400 - 4,000 1 - 3 lbs. 3 1/4" - 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" -  
1 1/4" - 1 1/2"

C-RAY 200™ Bottom cleaning for sewer and pipe 12" - 36" 30 to 265 400 - 4,000 22 lbs. 1 6 1/2"
C-RAY 400™ Bottom cleaning for sewer and pipe 15" and Up 40 to 350 400 - 4,000 42 lbs. 1 8 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4” - 1 1/2"

BL Swiper™ (large) Ventura effect type nozzle to clean with water  
in the line and sucks the water down 15" and Up 40 to 265 400 - 4,000 13 lbs. 39

Spinner Nozzles (No rebuilds) Grease and other obstructions 4" and Up 14 to 350 400 - 4,000 3 - 15 lbs. 2 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4" -  
1 1/2”

Goblin Grease Eater™ Grease nozzle sewer lines or storm lines 6" and Up 40 to 350 400 - 4,000 12 lbs. 1 10 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4" - 1 1/2"
NATAB Penetration with sewer and pipe cleaning 4" - 12" 5 to 50 400 - 4,000 3 lbs. 1 4 1/2" - 3/4"

BL Swiper™ (Small) Helps reduce blown toilets  
with 1/2” and 3/4” units 4" - 12" 10 to 80 400 - 4,000 2 lbs. 4 1/2" - 3/4"

MONRO-JET™ Hydro-Excavation 2" - 8" 3 to 20 2,000 - 36,000 2 lbs. 1 1/2"
ORCA™ Two truck operation at either end of the pipe 15" - 60” 40 to 350 400 - 4,000 15 lbs. 8 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4" - 1 1/2"

Missile Nozzle Heavy duty cleaning with optional front jet 6" - 36" 40 to 265 400 - 4,000 10 lbs. 4 6 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4" - 1 1/2"

Golden Nozzle Recycled water use with our  
same tube system technology 6" - 36" 40 to 265 400 - 4,000 6 lbs. 1 6 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4" - 1 1/2"

C-RAY 800™ Dual truck operation for  
double the flow for large pipes 36" - 96" 120 to 350 400 - 4,000 50 lbs. 8 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4" - 1 1/2"
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American Jetter
6908 Pine Grove Rd., Knoxville TN, 37914

866-944-3569 • 865-524-4647• (f) 865-247-5101
www.americanjetter.com • andy@americanjetter.com

Aqua Mole, StoneAge, Warthog

See ad page 53

MTech
7401 First Pl., Cleveland, OH 44146

800-362-0240 • 440-646-0996• (f) 440-646-9953
www.mtechcompany.com • sales@mtechcompany.com

Warthog, Phantom Grenade, Advanced Workhorse, StoneAge, UEMSI, Spider Root Cutter

See ad page 53

 

Water Cannon Inc.
4300 W Lake Mary Blvd., Units 1010-424, Lake Mary, FL 32746

800-333-9274 • (f) 888-928-9274
www.watercannon.com • sales@watercannon.com

Aqua-Nozzle, Arzino, Canin, Carnia, Fara, Isonzo, Raut, Natisone, Piave, Rotor Spin, Tremol, Turbo Avian
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Sewer Equipment  
1590 Dutch Rd. 
Dixon, IL  61021                                                                  

888-477-7611 
(f) 815-284-0453               

www.sewerequipment.com 
sales@sewerequipment.com

See ad page 11

SewerProShop LLC  
1061 Triad Ct., Ste. 1 
Marietta, GA 30062                                                                  

877-864-9394 
470-592-1715 

(f) 770-984-2802
www.sewerproshop.com
info@sewerproshop.com

See ad page 38

 
USB-USA LLC  

7565 Owl Creek Dr.
Douglasville, GA 30134

844-285-5770
www.usb-usa.com

usbusallc@gmail.com
See ad page 41 

Mini Missile General Cleaning 3"-12" 18 to 80 0 - 4,000 5 lbs. 1 3 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"
Weisel General Cleaning 3"-15" 18 to 80 0 - 4,000 2 lbs. 1 8 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"

Dual Degree General Cleaning 4" -18" 18 to 80 0 - 4,000 5 8 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"
Tri-Star Penetrating 3" -24" 18 to 80 0 - 4,000 3 4 6 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"
Avanti Penetration - Rotational 3" -24" 18 to 80 0 - 4,000 4 6 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"
RDS Heavy Cleaning 3" -28" 18 to 150 0 - 4,000 4 6 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"- 1 1/4"

Mega 3, 5 & 6 Flushing 12" - 120" 18 to 80 0 - 4,000 35 6/7/11 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" 
HW Flushing 4" -18" 18 to 55 0 - 4,000 3 8 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"

Combi Cutting 4" - 18" 18 to 80 0 - 4,000 6 3 6 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"
Patriot 1 Root & Grease Cutting 4" - 20" 40 to 80 0 - 3,000 25 5 3/4" - 1"

General Nozzle All-around sewer cleaning, prevent. Maint. 4" - 16" 18 to 80 2000 to 4000 1.5 - 9 lbs. 1 8 1/2" - 1"
Power Pull Nozzle Mud, Sand, Silt 4" - 12" 18 to 80 2000 to 4000 1.5 - 9 lbs. 8 1/2" - 1 1/4"

Spear Nozzle Penetrating Clogs, Root Masses, Frozen Pipe 8" - 24" 50 to 80 2000 to 4000 6.2 lbs. 4 6 3/4" - 1 1/4"
Emperor Nozzle Flushing heavy debris from large lines 12" - 32" 80 to 120 2000 to 2500 19.8 lbs. 12 1" - 1 1/4"

Penatrator Nozzle Flushing heavy debris in lines with off-set 6" - 16" 50 to 80 2000 to 4000 15.4 lbs. 1 8 3/4" - 1 1/4"
Stealth Nozzle Flushing heavy debris 8" - 24" 60 to 80 2000 to 4000 17.6 lbs. 8 3/4" - 1 1/4"

Raptor Nozzle Pentrating Clogs, Roots/Grease Masses, 
Frozen Pipes 4" - 24" 18 to 80 2000 to 4000 2.4 - 5.5 lbs. 3 3 (1/2") 6 (1") 1/2" - 1"

Big Foot Nozzle Flushing debris from the floor of large pipes 16" - 48" 40 to 120 2000 to 3600 33 - 56 lbs. 6  to 14 1" - 1 1/4"
Twister Nozzle Cleaning grease, roots, mineral deposits 8" - 24" 50 to 120 2000 to 3600 15.4 lbs. 5 4 1" - 1 1/4"
Milling Cutter Removal of concrete, tuberculation, failed lines 4" - 20" 60 to 120 2000 to 2500 18 - 44 lbs. 4 4 1" - 1 1/4"

Primus Grease, Crusts, Light Roots 4" - 24" 18 to 120 2000 - 4,000 2.6, 7.0, 8.3, 20.1 1 3, 4, 5, 6 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"
Rocket 3D Sand, Silt, Large Debris 4" - 24" 12 to 120 2,000 - 4,000 .6, 2.6, 4.85, 11.4, 44 1 6, 8, 10, 12 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"- 1 1/2"

Pipe Wolf Total Blockages from Roots, Grease &  
Other Organic Matter 4" - 24" 14 to 120 2,000 - 4,000 2.4, 5.7, 11.9 6 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"

Bagger Max Sand, Silt, Solids, Sludge &  
Other Heavy Debris 18" - 96" 50 to 120 2,000 - 3,000 33, 53, 66, 114.5 5 6, 8, 10, 12 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4" - 1 1/2"

Chisel Total Blockages from Roots, Grease, etc. 2" - 15" 8 to 120 2,000 - 4,000 .22, .33, .66, 1.54 4 1/4"- 3/8"- 1/2"- 3/4" - 
1" - 1 1/4"

Forward Spray Total Blockages from Roots, Grease &  
Other Obstructions 2" - 15" 8 to 80 2,000 - 4,000 .22, .44, .66, 1.54, 3.7 4 6, 5, 6, 8 1/4"- 3/8"- 1/2"- 3/4" - 1"

Triple J Mud, Sand, Silt - Everyday Cleaning 4" - 48" 60 to 120 2,000 4.8, 12.1, 17.6, 23.1, 44 12, 15 1" - 1 1/4"

FD 2 Half-Open or Complete Open Drains -  
Mud, Sand, Silt 4" - 12" 14 to 120 2,000 - 4,000 2.6, 4, 8.3, 14.3 6, 8 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"

3D Extreme Mud, Sand, Silt 6" - 15" 40 to 120 2,000 - 3,000 9.4 1 8 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"
3D Cleaning Everyday Cleaning - Sand, Mud, Silt, Grease 4" - 15" 14 2,000 - 4,000 .6, 12.1, 17.6, 23.1 1 6/8/10/12 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"

http://www.envirosight.com
mailto:mail@envirosight.com
http://www.enzusainc.com
mailto:sales@enzusainc.com
http://www.drainbrain.com
mailto:info@drainbrain.com
http://www.nozzteq.com
mailto:info@nozzteq.com
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MANUFACTURER

MANUFACTURERS

Envirosight 
111 Canfield Ave., Unit B3  

Randolph, NJ  07869
866-936-8476 
973-252-6700

 (f) 973-252-1176
 www.envirosight.com
mail@envirosight.com

See ad page 2

Jetscan Combination cleaning and inspection  
(HD video nozzle) up to 24" up to 80 up to 2,500 16.3 Ibs. 6 3/4" - 1"

Enz USA Inc.
1585 Beverly Ct., Unit 115 

Aurora, IL 60502
877-369-8721 

630-692-7880
(f) 630-692-7885

www.enzusainc.com
 sales@enzusainc.com

See ad page30

General Pipe Cleaners
1101 Thompson Ave. 

McKees Rocks, PA 15136
800-245-6200 

412-771-6300
www.drainbrain.com
info@drainbrain.com

NozzTeq® Inc. 
1497 Main St. #354
 Dunedin, FL 34698

727-233-4979 
(f) 603-413-6744

www.nozzteq.com
info@nozzteq.com

See ad page 47

Bulldog Antiblast Anti-Toilet Blowing in Residentials 8" - 24" 55 to 80 1,500 - 1,800 17 lbs. 6 1" -  1 1/4"
Bulldog Cleaning grease, roots, deposits, etc. 8" - 24" 50 to 120 2,000 - 2,900 17 lbs. 7 6 1" - 1 1/4"
Rotodrill Cleaning blocked pipes, frozen pipes, heavy debris 2" - 14" 13 to 80 2,000 - 4,000 0.25 lbs. to 1.5 lbs. 1 6 1/2" - 1"
Grenade Flushing heavy debris 6" - 12" 40 to 80 2,000 - 3,600 11 lbs. 10 1"

Chisel 60.100L Penetrating clogs, root masses, frozen pipes 6" - 16" 50 to 80 2,000 - 3,600 6 lbs. 4 6 1"
10.125TR Chain Scraper Root removal, hard grease, hard deposits 5" - 12" 14 to 80 2,000 - 3,600 6 lbs. 6 1"

10.200R Rotating Chain Scraper Removal of root masses, clogs, hard deposits 8" - 16" 50 to 80 2,000 - 3,600 78 lbs. 6 1"
10.400R Rotating Chain Scraper Removal of root masses, clogs, hard deposits 16" - 32" 80 to 120 2,000 - 3,600 105 lbs. 6 1"

14.200 Milling Cutter Removal of concrete & mineral deposits,  
dropped liners 8" 80 to 120 2,000 - 2,200 70 lbs. 6 1" -  1 1/4"

Bulldozer 50.100G Flushing debris from large pipe 16" - 40" 40 to 80 2,000 - 3,600 57 lbs. 1 8 1"

Chisel Point Nozzle Penetrating, breaking up debris 4" - 10" 12 2,500 4 oz. 4 6 1/2"
Traction Nozzle Sand and mud removal 4" - 10" 12 2,500 8 oz. 1 6 1/2"
Cleaning Nozzle Maintenance Cleaning 4" - 10" 12 2,500 12 oz. 8 1/2"

Spring Leader Nozzle Guiding hose around tight bends 2" - 10" 1.5 to 8 1,500 - 3,000 4 oz. 3 to 4 1/8" - 1/4" - 3/8"
Downhead Nozzle Dropping down T’s 2" - 4" 1.5 to 4 1,500 - 3,000 2 oz. 3 1 1/2" - 2"
Chain Saw Nozzle Cutting roots 4" - 10" 4 to 12 2,500 - 3,000 2 lbs. 2 to 4 3/8" - 1/2"

Rotary Nozzle Scour pipe walls clean 2" - 10" 1.5 to 12 1,500 - 3,000 2 oz. to 10 oz. 2 to 4 1/8" - 1/4" - 3/8" - 1/2"

BL Swiper™  (Med) Reduce blown toilets and safe in lined pipes 8" - 18" 15 to 250 400 - 4,000 3 lbs. 4 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"

HAMMERHEAD™ High performance sewer cleaning  
or storm water cleaning 6" - 12" 5 to 80 400 - 4,000 4 lbs. 4 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"

Multi-Global Nozzle™ Sewer and pipe cleaning for penetration 2" and Up 4 to 170 400 - 4,000 2 lbs. 4 6 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"

JAWS® High performance sewer and  
pipe cleaning heavy debris 6" - 30" 30 to 265 400 - 4,000 7 lbs. 5 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"

IceBear Penetrating Nozzle™ Sewer and pipe cleaning penetrating nozzle 1" and Up 4 to 170 400 - 4,000 1 - 3 lbs. 3 1/4" - 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" -  
1 1/4" - 1 1/2"

C-RAY 200™ Bottom cleaning for sewer and pipe 12" - 36" 30 to 265 400 - 4,000 22 lbs. 1 6 1/2"
C-RAY 400™ Bottom cleaning for sewer and pipe 15" and Up 40 to 350 400 - 4,000 42 lbs. 1 8 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4” - 1 1/2"

BL Swiper™ (large) Ventura effect type nozzle to clean with water  
in the line and sucks the water down 15" and Up 40 to 265 400 - 4,000 13 lbs. 39

Spinner Nozzles (No rebuilds) Grease and other obstructions 4" and Up 14 to 350 400 - 4,000 3 - 15 lbs. 2 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4" -  
1 1/2”

Goblin Grease Eater™ Grease nozzle sewer lines or storm lines 6" and Up 40 to 350 400 - 4,000 12 lbs. 1 10 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4" - 1 1/2"
NATAB Penetration with sewer and pipe cleaning 4" - 12" 5 to 50 400 - 4,000 3 lbs. 1 4 1/2" - 3/4"

BL Swiper™ (Small) Helps reduce blown toilets  
with 1/2” and 3/4” units 4" - 12" 10 to 80 400 - 4,000 2 lbs. 4 1/2" - 3/4"

MONRO-JET™ Hydro-Excavation 2" - 8" 3 to 20 2,000 - 36,000 2 lbs. 1 1/2"
ORCA™ Two truck operation at either end of the pipe 15" - 60” 40 to 350 400 - 4,000 15 lbs. 8 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4" - 1 1/2"

Missile Nozzle Heavy duty cleaning with optional front jet 6" - 36" 40 to 265 400 - 4,000 10 lbs. 4 6 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4" - 1 1/2"

Golden Nozzle Recycled water use with our  
same tube system technology 6" - 36" 40 to 265 400 - 4,000 6 lbs. 1 6 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4" - 1 1/2"

C-RAY 800™ Dual truck operation for  
double the flow for large pipes 36" - 96" 120 to 350 400 - 4,000 50 lbs. 8 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4" - 1 1/2"
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See ad page 53

American Jetter
6908 Pine Grove Rd., Knoxville TN, 37914

866-944-3569 • 865-524-4647• (f) 865-247-5101
www.americanjetter.com • andy@americanjetter.com

Aqua Mole, StoneAge, Warthog

See ad page 53

MTech
7401 First Pl., Cleveland, OH 44146

800-362-0240 • 440-646-0996• (f) 440-646-9953
www.mtechcompany.com • sales@mtechcompany.com

Warthog, Phantom Grenade, Advanced Workhorse, StoneAge, UEMSI, Spider Root Cutter

See ad page 53

 

Water Cannon Inc.
4300 W Lake Mary Blvd., Units 1010-424, Lake Mary, FL 32746

800-333-9274 • (f) 888-928-9274
www.watercannon.com • sales@watercannon.com

Aqua-Nozzle, Arzino, Canin, Carnia, Fara, Isonzo, Raut, Natisone, Piave, Rotor Spin, Tremol, Turbo Avian

DEALER/DISTRIBUTOR

SEWER NOZZLES  
DIRECTORY20
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DEALERS/ 
DISTRIBUTORS

SEWER NOZZLES DIRECTORY2018

Sewer Equipment  
1590 Dutch Rd. 
Dixon, IL  61021                                                                  

888-477-7611 
(f) 815-284-0453               

www.sewerequipment.com 
sales@sewerequipment.com

See ad page 11

SewerProShop LLC  
1061 Triad Ct., Ste. 1 
Marietta, GA 30062                                                                  

877-864-9394 
470-592-1715 

(f) 770-984-2802
www.sewerproshop.com
info@sewerproshop.com

See ad page 38

 
USB-USA LLC  

7565 Owl Creek Dr.
Douglasville, GA 30134

844-285-5770
www.usb-usa.com

usbusallc@gmail.com
See ad page 41 

Mini Missile General Cleaning 3"-12" 18 to 80 0 - 4,000 5 lbs. 1 3 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"
Weisel General Cleaning 3"-15" 18 to 80 0 - 4,000 2 lbs. 1 8 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"

Dual Degree General Cleaning 4" -18" 18 to 80 0 - 4,000 5 8 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"
Tri-Star Penetrating 3" -24" 18 to 80 0 - 4,000 3 4 6 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"
Avanti Penetration - Rotational 3" -24" 18 to 80 0 - 4,000 4 6 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"
RDS Heavy Cleaning 3" -28" 18 to 150 0 - 4,000 4 6 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"- 1 1/4"

Mega 3, 5 & 6 Flushing 12" - 120" 18 to 80 0 - 4,000 35 6/7/11 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" 
HW Flushing 4" -18" 18 to 55 0 - 4,000 3 8 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"

Combi Cutting 4" - 18" 18 to 80 0 - 4,000 6 3 6 1/2" - 3/4" - 1"
Patriot 1 Root & Grease Cutting 4" - 20" 40 to 80 0 - 3,000 25 5 3/4" - 1"

General Nozzle All-around sewer cleaning, prevent. Maint. 4" - 16" 18 to 80 2000 to 4000 1.5 - 9 lbs. 1 8 1/2" - 1"
Power Pull Nozzle Mud, Sand, Silt 4" - 12" 18 to 80 2000 to 4000 1.5 - 9 lbs. 8 1/2" - 1 1/4"

Spear Nozzle Penetrating Clogs, Root Masses, Frozen Pipe 8" - 24" 50 to 80 2000 to 4000 6.2 lbs. 4 6 3/4" - 1 1/4"
Emperor Nozzle Flushing heavy debris from large lines 12" - 32" 80 to 120 2000 to 2500 19.8 lbs. 12 1" - 1 1/4"

Penatrator Nozzle Flushing heavy debris in lines with off-set 6" - 16" 50 to 80 2000 to 4000 15.4 lbs. 1 8 3/4" - 1 1/4"
Stealth Nozzle Flushing heavy debris 8" - 24" 60 to 80 2000 to 4000 17.6 lbs. 8 3/4" - 1 1/4"

Raptor Nozzle Pentrating Clogs, Roots/Grease Masses, 
Frozen Pipes 4" - 24" 18 to 80 2000 to 4000 2.4 - 5.5 lbs. 3 3 (1/2") 6 (1") 1/2" - 1"

Big Foot Nozzle Flushing debris from the floor of large pipes 16" - 48" 40 to 120 2000 to 3600 33 - 56 lbs. 6  to 14 1" - 1 1/4"
Twister Nozzle Cleaning grease, roots, mineral deposits 8" - 24" 50 to 120 2000 to 3600 15.4 lbs. 5 4 1" - 1 1/4"
Milling Cutter Removal of concrete, tuberculation, failed lines 4" - 20" 60 to 120 2000 to 2500 18 - 44 lbs. 4 4 1" - 1 1/4"

Primus Grease, Crusts, Light Roots 4" - 24" 18 to 120 2000 - 4,000 2.6, 7.0, 8.3, 20.1 1 3, 4, 5, 6 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"
Rocket 3D Sand, Silt, Large Debris 4" - 24" 12 to 120 2,000 - 4,000 .6, 2.6, 4.85, 11.4, 44 1 6, 8, 10, 12 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"- 1 1/2"

Pipe Wolf Total Blockages from Roots, Grease &  
Other Organic Matter 4" - 24" 14 to 120 2,000 - 4,000 2.4, 5.7, 11.9 6 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"

Bagger Max Sand, Silt, Solids, Sludge &  
Other Heavy Debris 18" - 96" 50 to 120 2,000 - 3,000 33, 53, 66, 114.5 5 6, 8, 10, 12 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4" - 1 1/2"

Chisel Total Blockages from Roots, Grease, etc. 2" - 15" 8 to 120 2,000 - 4,000 .22, .33, .66, 1.54 4 1/4"- 3/8"- 1/2"- 3/4" - 
1" - 1 1/4"

Forward Spray Total Blockages from Roots, Grease &  
Other Obstructions 2" - 15" 8 to 80 2,000 - 4,000 .22, .44, .66, 1.54, 3.7 4 6, 5, 6, 8 1/4"- 3/8"- 1/2"- 3/4" - 1"

Triple J Mud, Sand, Silt - Everyday Cleaning 4" - 48" 60 to 120 2,000 4.8, 12.1, 17.6, 23.1, 44 12, 15 1" - 1 1/4"

FD 2 Half-Open or Complete Open Drains -  
Mud, Sand, Silt 4" - 12" 14 to 120 2,000 - 4,000 2.6, 4, 8.3, 14.3 6, 8 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"

3D Extreme Mud, Sand, Silt 6" - 15" 40 to 120 2,000 - 3,000 9.4 1 8 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"
3D Cleaning Everyday Cleaning - Sand, Mud, Silt, Grease 4" - 15" 14 2,000 - 4,000 .6, 12.1, 17.6, 23.1 1 6/8/10/12 1/2" - 3/4" - 1" - 1 1/4"

http://www.americanjetter.com
mailto:andy@americanjetter.com
http://www.mtechcompany.com
mailto:sales@mtechcompany.com
http://www.watercannon.com
mailto:sales@watercannon.com
http://www.sewerequipment.com
mailto:sales@sewerequipment.com
http://www.sewerproshop.com
mailto:info@sewerproshop.com
http://www.usb-usa.com
mailto:usbusallc@gmail.com
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This all-purpose nozzle is the most efficient and economical
way to clear roots, debris and blockages from your pipes.

• Utilizes both fresh and recycled water
• Easy to handle and low maintenance
• Reduces transportation and water costs
• Oil-free braking system provides low wear and tear operation

This all-purpose n
way t

• Utilizes both fresh and recycled water• Utilizes both fresh and recycled water
• Easy to handle and low maintenance
• Reduces transportation and water costs
• Oil-free braking system provides low wear and tear operation

CALL 1 877 ENZUSA1 For a dealer near you
www.enzusainc.com

1585 Beverly Ct., Unit 115   |   Aurora, IL 60502

Application range:

2.5"- 24"

ozzle is the mos

400.060 400.080400.037 400.101

Your Best Friend    the enz® BULLDOG®

!

www.enzusainc.com
www.wincan.com


www.ariesindustries.com
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STAYING SAFE

7 WAYS to COMMIT  
to WORKPLACE SAFETY
Creating a culture of safety shows employees and customers that they are your true priority
By Amanda Clark

Safety is paramount. Whether your role is behind a desk or in the field, 
it’s critical to do everything in your power to keep employees protected 
from accident and injury.

The best way to do this is to make safety a part of your culture. In other 
words, safety shouldn’t be its own department, separate from your other 
endeavors. It should be woven into everything your company touches. It 
should be something all of your employees are aware of.

How can you turn your workplace into one with a culture focused on 
safety? Here are a few guidelines.

1. Tie safety to service
The primary mission of your utility is to serve customers in the most 

effective way possible, and that means keeping rates low and quality high. 
Workplace injuries can compromise both of these goals: They lead to waste, 
drive up prices, and can impair the quality of services you offer. Remind 
everyone on your team that safety is a boon to 
the customers as much as the employees.

2. Make it an investment
In keeping with the previous point, 

remember that safety is an investment 
— something that can reduce waste and 
increase efficiency over time. As such, 
it may be worthwhile to put some money 
into safety on the front end by bringing in 
safety instructors or replacing unsafe equip-
ment with something more secure. These safety 
investments will pay for themselves over time.

3. Make good use of technology
You might be amazed by the number of online training courses you 

can find to school your employees in safety standards at a minimal cost. 
Make sure you use online resources to your full advantage. Additionally, 
there are a variety of programs that can track safety initiatives and will help 

guide you to becoming efficient and effective in this area. Don’t try to go at 
safety alone — use whatever enhanced resources are available to you to make 
the process easier overall. There could even be added perks offered by your 
insurance company if you implement some of these tools in your utility.

4. Solicit feedback from your team
Do the members of your team have specific safety concerns or parts of 

the job that worry them? You won’t know unless you ask them. Ask for 
insights and opinions from your team, and listen to what they tell you. Cre-
ating a culture of safety will require their buy-in. Moreover, you are likely 
to create renewed loyalty and appreciation when your employees realize 
that you have their best interests at heart.

5. Pay attention to industry standards
Look at how the best utilities and companies handle safety efforts. Engage 

in research, and think about asking for mentorship pertaining to best prac-
tices and techniques. Take notes from them, and 

implement strategies that seem to get good 
results.

6. Seek help from a consultant
Again, it’s an investment — but 

bringing in a safety expert can be a really 
smart one if you have serious concerns 

about workplace accidents. Yes, there is an 
upfront cost, but the benefits can pay off in 

the long run.

7. Do right by your employees
By thinking of your team members as a family 

and seeking what’s in their best interests, you really 
can’t go wrong. Plus, this sort of involvement with 
your employees rarely goes unnoticed. Doubling 
down on safe work conditions can be a powerful 
tool in employee retention and overall morale.

Make safety fundamental 
A safety-focused culture doesn’t happen on its own; you have to 

create it. These tips will help you do just that and show your employees 
and customers alike where your true priorities fall. Start building your 
culture of workplace safety today, and be sure to get everyone on your 
team on board. F

Ask for insights and opinions  
from your team, and listen to what 

they tell you. Creating a culture  
of safety will require their buy-in.

Vacall eliminates complicated hydro 

excavation startup and operating procedures. 

With the Vacall system, both new and veteran 

operators get powerful digging started 

quickly, removing material around water and 

gas lines, sewer pipes, foundations and 

infrastructure on oil and gas sites. All with an 

energy-saving, single-engine design.

•  Save fuel

•  Save emissions

•  Save engine maintenance

•  Save time with standard 
smart controls

•  Save money with lifetime 
tank warranties

EFFICIENT HYDRO EXCAVATION
JUST GOT EASIER

See the AllExcavate at:

Vacall.com/AllExcavate
800-445-4752

AllExcavate_ad_9.5x11.375.indd   1 2/6/18   1:40 PM
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TECH CLOSE-UP

Proper asset management is a critical element of good system man-
agement. Understanding what’s in the ground, its condition, and 
where it lies makes planning more efficient and effective and 

maintenance easier.
The right system can improve your operations, as well as your system. 

Municipal Sewer & Water recently spoke with Cori Criss of ITpipes about the 
latest version of its platform, ITpipes Web.

 
MSW: What was the philosophy behind the development of ITpipes Web?
Criss: Our goal was to improve inspection access for users anytime, 

anywhere, on any device and provide powerful, proactive pipeline system 
management with mapping collaboration.

That sounds cliche, but ITpipes has always been a second-generation 
software buyer’s product, so most ITpipes users already had some 

other inspection software that wasn’t working with their business pro-
cesses. With ITpipes, we make a highly configurable platform that has 
exceptional behind-the-scenes support and service.

 
MSW: Can you give me an overview of the system’s capabilities?
Criss: With the ITpipes Web browser-based application, setup for users 

and inspection access are much faster. Once initial on-premise, local host-
ing, or ITpipes Cloud managed hosting is set up, clients can access their 
inspections easily on any device with a web browser.

The Sync tool in ITpipes Web manages incoming inspections and out-
going work assignments with integration to asset management and other 
systems. Sync gives the options to move GIS attribute data, scheduling details, 

inspection condition assessment information, 
and all related media such as snapshots, videos, 
stitched imagery 360 files, Panoramo files, etc. 
All efforts for data management can be done 
via an internet connection.

ITpipes Web has unparalleled reporting 
features with instant map collaboration. Plan-
ning and prioritizing has never been simpler. 
When a project is ready to go, a user can export 
or share all associated inspection info on the 
assets to a URL or flash drive. This feature 
simplifies the process and saves time.

SmartTabs can be used for a variety of func-
tions. From an engineering standpoint, sim-
ply viewing in a list and on the map shows 
which lines are planned for rehab, repair, or 
still need an action plan defined. Visualizing 

defects plotted onto a pipeline with color-coding based on 
severity simplifies determining what structural plan is neces-
sary for a specific pipe or set of pipes. This also helps with 
reviewing downstream pipes. And, if a project is for a specific area, 
engineers can easily review all pipes below the upcoming infra-
structure project by just highlighting the area on the map.

From a field standpoint, users can easily determine their loca-
tion and nearby assets. With that information, reviewing inspections 
for nearby assets can be done in seconds on a smartphone or 
tablet. Smooth, streaming video is viewed easily on smartphones 
over a broadband connection.

 

Asset management system ties old and new together  
in a comprehensive web-based platform
By Luke Laggis
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it takes seconds for a user 
to see a report of all lines 

that have a specific  
severity ranking. This 
means that before they 
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of assets to review.”
Cori Criss
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MSW: What differentiates ITpipes Web from other 
versions of ITpipes, and how is it different from the 
competition?

Criss: ITpipes works with all inspection hard-
ware types and is manufacturer neutral. If you are 
doing CCTV/video, 360 video, acoustic, inclination, 
laser, sonar, etc., the platform can be configured to 
hold all that different condition assessment data. This 
means all your pipeline system information is in a sin-
gle system. When it comes to manufacturers, we have 
hundreds of clients using CUES, RapidView, R.S. 
Technical Services, Aries Industries, Cobra (Trio 
Vision) and Envirosight/iPEK equipment daily. With 
the computer hardware, we avoid proprietary hard-
ware setups such as hardware overlays by using a soft-
ware overlay setup and avoiding special video encoding 
boards, even offering software-based H.264/MPEG 
4 recording.

Our support and service is unparalleled. Our sup-
port team and development team work closely 
together and are primarily based out of the same 
office. The clients that we’ve upgraded from other 
systems are blown away by the knowledge and respon-
siveness of our team. Our existing clients are just as 
happy with our online and telephone options for 
support with the new knowledge base offering 
updated articles weekly.

Powerful reporting allows for unlimited, drill-down 
filtering. The fact that it ties instantly to maps is essen-
tial in pointing out competitive differences. Sharing 
single inspections or inspections as projects is also 
key. The time required to do this has gone from 
months to minutes or hours, which is huge.

 
MSW: What are the advantages of a web-based 

platform?
Criss: From an administrative standpoint, a web-

based platform simplifies hosting (if not hosted on-
premise), enables clients to easily scale licensing as 
it needs to be changed, and expedites deployment 
to new users. From a user standpoint, access to inspec-
tions is streamlined as users can log on to any device 

with a web browser, anywhere, anytime; users no longer need to go to their 
desk and log in or find a dongle from another user.

Many utilities can’t wait weeks or months for expensive or time-intensive 
deployments. With ITpipes Web, deployment is on one server or our 
ITpipes Cloud. Connection to GIS maps takes minutes, and users are up 
and going in hours versus weeks or months. The most time-consuming 
implementation piece is often cleaning up legacy inspections from the  
client’s older software.

SmartTabs in ITpipes Web can be used for a variety 
of functions. Viewing in a list and on the map shows 
which lines are planned for rehab, repair, or still need 
an action plan defined. Visualizing defects plotted 
onto a pipeline with color-coding based on severity 
simplifies determining what structural plan is 
necessary for a specific pipe or set of pipes.

(continued)
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MSW: What differentiates ITpipes Web from other 
versions of ITpipes, and how is it different from the 
competition?

Criss: ITpipes works with all inspection hard-
ware types and is manufacturer neutral. If you are 
doing CCTV/video, 360 video, acoustic, inclination, 
laser, sonar, etc., the platform can be configured to 
hold all that different condition assessment data. This 
means all your pipeline system information is in a sin-
gle system. When it comes to manufacturers, we have 
hundreds of clients using CUES, RapidView, R.S. 
Technical Services, Aries Industries, Cobra (Trio 
Vision) and Envirosight/iPEK equipment daily. With 
the computer hardware, we avoid proprietary hard-
ware setups such as hardware overlays by using a soft-
ware overlay setup and avoiding special video encoding 
boards, even offering software-based H.264/MPEG 
4 recording.

Our support and service is unparalleled. Our sup-
port team and development team work closely 
together and are primarily based out of the same 
office. The clients that we’ve upgraded from other 
systems are blown away by the knowledge and respon-
siveness of our team. Our existing clients are just as 
happy with our online and telephone options for 
support with the new knowledge base offering 
updated articles weekly.

Powerful reporting allows for unlimited, drill-down 
filtering. The fact that it ties instantly to maps is essen-
tial in pointing out competitive differences. Sharing 
single inspections or inspections as projects is also 
key. The time required to do this has gone from 
months to minutes or hours, which is huge.

 
MSW: What are the advantages of a web-based 

platform?
Criss: From an administrative standpoint, a web-

based platform simplifies hosting (if not hosted on-
premise), enables clients to easily scale licensing as 
it needs to be changed, and expedites deployment 
to new users. From a user standpoint, access to inspec-
tions is streamlined as users can log on to any device 

with a web browser, anywhere, anytime; users no longer need to go to their 
desk and log in or find a dongle from another user.

Many utilities can’t wait weeks or months for expensive or time-intensive 
deployments. With ITpipes Web, deployment is on one server or our 
ITpipes Cloud. Connection to GIS maps takes minutes, and users are up 
and going in hours versus weeks or months. The most time-consuming 
implementation piece is often cleaning up legacy inspections from the  
client’s older software.

SmartTabs in ITpipes Web can be used for a variety 
of functions. Viewing in a list and on the map shows 
which lines are planned for rehab, repair, or still need 
an action plan defined. Visualizing defects plotted 
onto a pipeline with color-coding based on severity 
simplifies determining what structural plan is 
necessary for a specific pipe or set of pipes.
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With ITpipes Web “software as a service,” clients now have the flexibility 
to eliminate or minimize not only a capital expenditure, but also decrease 
ongoing needs for personnel to perform maintenance and support, network 
monitoring, management tools, and more. 

Clients historically often made large capital expenditures to get up and 
running, and the technology they bought immediately began to age. With 
ITpipes Web, clients always have the latest release, as well as the ability to 
try before they buy.

With ITpipes Web, either ITpipes or a utility information technology 
administrator installs any updates once on a server and they are applied for 
all users immediately.

From a client perspective, going with SaaS ensures your vendor is going to 
be responsive, as they now have an ongoing commitment to your utility.

 
MSW: What are some of the specific capabilities that can improve 

operations for a typical utility?
Criss: The first is sharing: To share an inspection, a user can simply send 

a hyperlink — this takes seconds — and the receiving user sees comprehen-
sive inspection details right in their web browser. There is no install setup 
or admin time required. ITpipes gives access to any approved user. And because 
this is browser based, this means it can be used from a phone, tablet or PC.

Reporting/project planning: It could take weeks for a utility to organize 
a project, rehab or repair. With ITpipes Web, it takes seconds for a user to 
see a report of all lines that have a specific severity ranking. This means that 
before they even start their review of inspections, they have narrowed down 
the list of assets to review. Then every line reviewed gets a pipe plan, such 
as repair, rehab, replace or retelevise. The lines that have a status for repair 
or rehab can then be compared on screen or refined. The report has a 
matching map and the comprehensive inspection info all in one place. This 
is displayed beside and “behind” the list, so a user can drill down for detail 
at any time. When the list is ready, a couple clicks can create a hard drive 
or a URL with all the inspection information in an easy-to-use viewer. The 
bidders receive the viewer via a hyperlink URL and can view the pipes that 
need rehabbing, seeing all the comprehensive inspection details on screen, 
and appropriately respond.

Deliverables: Utilities can get contractor submittals on a consistent basis. 
Often a utility waited until the end of a contractor’s project to receive all 
inspections. That meant the utility then had thousands of linear feet to 
review at one time and approve so the contractor could close out the project. 
With ITpipes Web and Sync, contractors using ITpipes or other software 
can be set up to sync info into ITpipes Web. Quality reviews can be done 
regularly and consistently. And the contractor information is included as 
soon as the inspection is done, so if any planning or prioritizing is happen-

ing now, the inspections are already available.
 
MSW: How is information coordinated with GIS applications?
Criss: ITpipes Web works with any Esri web map. Setup takes minutes 

and ties the Esri account or URL into ITpipes Web, so the map collaboration 
is constant.

A user selects an area on the map and can see related inspections, then 
selects a report to see pipes that have specific criteria, and the map high-
lights those lines immediately.

Users can even plot individual defects or observations to easily determine 
pipe repair or rehab needs.

Even above-ground projects are improved with the GIS mapping inte-
gration. For example, on a street repair project, a user can select the streets 
to be repaired on the map and immediately visualize any problems in the 
pipes below ground.

 
MSW: How will this help utilities prioritize and make decisions?
Criss: ITpipes works with any ranking system, and many clients configure 

ITpipes to have a unique prioritization system they prefer.
Prioritizing can be done either in SmartTabs with unlimited filtering 

and grouping or on the map with location-based filtering. Color-coding 
and grouping of pipes by priority level shows immediately which pipes need 
maintenance or structural work.

Prioritization is immediately visible with color-coding on the map. So, 
for example, all pipes with an overall pipeline ranking of 100 can display 
in red and the SmartTab matches, showing pipe asset information such 
as material, length, review status, or other details. The user can then  
categorize all those assets to see with color-coding the pipes with the 100-
plus ranking and pipes that have an expected failure date within the next 
five years. Based on that, a user can select those same assets with a single 
click and begin review, assign work, and put the asset details into a spread-
sheet software or export into an ITpipes viewer for sharing all the condition 
assessment details with other users online.

 
MSW: Walk me through the setup for a typical utility.
Criss: ITpipes Web is generally set up via an ITpipes implementer. Our 

project manager works with the salesperson and client to confirm all details 
of the clients’ business process and ensures ITpipes will fit into that smoothly.

Once we have the details of the planned implementation, we then look 
at legacy inspections. Clients often have multiple databases, inspections on 
different hard drives or media, and separate inspection projects from differ-
ent sources. We combine all those into one and review sample reports with 
the client. This confirms the client will not only get the reports they want 
eventually, but can also start using ITpipes for decision-making immediately 
with their old inspections.

 
MSW: What sort of technical support is provided?
Criss: ITpipes pioneered implementing inspection software versus 

just selling a software. This is key as clients are up and using ITpipes 
utility-wide from the beginning. Our project managers ensure initial 
implementation is organized, stakeholders are kept informed, and the 
project progresses quickly.

We provide remote support via telephone and online remote control. 
This is critical for field users if problems arise in urgent or environmentally 
sensitive situations. If you have a highway blocked off for traffic control or 
residents coming up to you, ITpipes provides answers quickly.

ITpipes provides remote and on-site certified training programs, as well 
as user group meetings in regional areas. In several states, our training 
programs offer CEUs toward wastewater certifications. F
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NASSCO CORNER NASSCO (National  
Association of Sewer  
Service Companies) is  
located at 2470 Longstone Lane, 
Suite M, Marriottsville, MD 21104; 
410-442-7473; www.nassco.org 

Originally launched nearly 25 years ago, NASSCO’s Manual of 
Practice is a useful guide designed to provide contractors, system 
owners and engineers with practical information on all aspects of 

a collections system. It is also extremely useful for young professionals and 
laborers entering the industry.

After several months of industry expert evaluation and comprehensive 
peer review, the manual will be available this summer in an updated format 
to better address topics in asset management, inspection, risk management, 
flow monitoring, pipe failure prevention, sustainable pipeline systems, bid-
ding, and specifications, as well as repair, rehabilitation, and replacement 
methods using trenchless technologies.

The updated Manual of Practice will include a detailed explanation 
pertaining to the growing need to properly manage collections systems, 
providing a solid guideline to help clearly communicate to a variety of 

audiences the importance of proper asset management.

Chapter 1 provides information regarding the need to effectively manage 
collections systems and the approach toward making pipe systems sustainable. 
Chapter 2 of the updated manual focuses on condition assessment and 
provides detail on all visual inspection technologies, as well as alternative 
technologies (nonvisual). The chapter also provides brief explanations of 
the Pipeline Assessment Certification Program, Manhole Assessment Certi-
fication Program and Lateral Assessment Certification Program, as well as 
methodologies for condition grading.

Rehabilitation, repair and replacement alternatives are addressed in 
Chapter 3 of the updated manual, which provides information on all 
trenchless technologies available to address failing systems.

Please check www.nassco.org for the release of the updated manual. F

THE INDUSTRY’S MANUAL
NASSCO releases updated Manual of Practice — your guide to collections systems
By the executive director

PACP TRAINING
May 5
Meridian, ID
Includes: MACP, LACP, PACP
Trainer: Marilyn Shepard
916-899-8961 or mshepard1@hotmail.com

May 8
Atlantic City, NJ
Includes: LACP, PACP, MACP
Trainer: Brandon Conley
248-349-0904 or pacp@dohenycompanies.com
May 14
Marriottsville, MD
Includes: PACP
Trainer: Irvin Gemora
410-458-9591 or irv.gemora@comcast.net
May 14 
Burlingame, CA
Includes: LACP, PACP, MACP
Trainer: Marilyn Shepard
916-899-8961 or mshepard1@hotmail.com

May 15
Hartford, CT
Includes: MACP, LACP, PACP
Trainer: Laurie Perkins
888-621-8156 or laurie.perkins@wright-pierce.com

May 15
Asheville, NC
Includes: PACP, MACP, LACP
Trainer: Jim Harris Jr.
615-254-6002 or jim.harrisjr@jacobs.com

May 15
Bolton, Ontario
Includes: MACP, LACP, PACP
Trainer: Brandon Conley
248-349-0904 or pacp@dohenycompanies.com

May 22
Birmingham, AL
Includes: MACP, LACP, PACP
Trainer: Paul Booth
704-681-3989 or woodsideenv@gmail.com

May 22
La Porte, TX
Includes: LACP, PACP, MACP
Trainer: Brandon Conley
248-349-0904 or pacp@dohenycompanies.com

May 30
Whitestown, IN
Includes: PACP, MACP, LACP
Trainer: Brandon Conley
248-349-0904 or pacp@dohenycompanies.com

June 5
Marriottsville, MD
Includes: LACP, PACP, MACP
Trainer: Irvin Gemora
410-458-9591 or irv.gemora@comcast.net

June 5
Oklahoma City, OK
Includes: MACP, LACP, PACP
Trainer: Paul Booth
704-681-3989 or woodsideenv@gmail.com

June 5
Twinsburg, OH
Includes: PACP, MACP, LACP
Trainer: Brandon Conley
248-349-0904 or pacp@dohenycompanies.com

June 6
Santa Fe, CA
Includes: MACP, LACP, PACP
Trainer: Sammy Maestas
505-412-3362 or sammymaestas@yahoo.com

Get the EDge  Training and Continuing Education Courses

OTHER CLASSES FORMING
Contact one of the trainers listed above if you are interested in having a 

class at your facility or in your area.
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Flex-Seal Utility Sealant®  
is a state of the art plural 
component aromatic  
urethane with an incredible 
800% elongation and a  
tensile strength of 3200 psi.  

Flex-Seal is designed to  
prevent inflow/infiltration and 
to provide corrosion protection 
at the grade adjustment ring 
section or joint section.  

Flex-Seal Utility Sealant 
provides an excellent seal 
and it will pass a vacuum test 
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“The very day we found out we’d have to move our shop, somebody 
came through the door and said, ‘Do you want to buy Buck’s back?’ It 
was really a door closing, door opening, all in the same day.” They quickly 
jumped at the chance.

Today their business is exclusively portable restrooms, serving the 
100-mile-wide Willamette Valley. They’ve got about 1,500 Satellite Industries 
units — gray Tufways and Maxims (and a few white ones for weddings, and 
green units for their University of Oregon tailgating; “quack shacks,” they call 
them after the Oregon Ducks mascot), several ADA-compliant Freedoms 
and wheelchair-accessible Liberties — an Ameri-Can Engineering Crowd 
Pleaser restroom trailer, and two smaller Comfort Station trailers from 
Advanced Containment Systems, Inc. About 50 percent of their work is 
special events, including, in 2012, the U.S. Olympic track-and-field trials.

 

Making connections

The Welds live in Sweet Home so they’ve always had the hometown 
advantage for the Jamboree and Buck’s has done it since its beginning in 
1996. They feel confident they’ll retain the work as long as they provide good 
service and a reasonable price.

 

the Main event

In the early ’90s, when Sweet Home came up with an idea to help 
fund civic projects, this little town asked a big star to perform at their first 

country music festival. Surprisingly, Wynonna Judd said yes and the festival 
has attracted top talent ever since. In 2012, the 9,000 residents welcomed 
40,000 visitors August 3-5, most of whom camped out. Judd was back to help 
celebrate the Jamboree’s 20th anniversary, along with Rascal Flatts, Dierks 
Bentley, the Charlie Daniels Band, and enough performers for 22 shows on 
two stages. Other attractions included beer and wine gardens, merchandise 
booths and a kids’ zone. The event is held in a no-facilities, 20-acre park-like 
setting near the edge of the picturesque town.

 

By the nuMBers

The company brought in 265 units (20 Maxims, 10 Freedoms, 20 
Liberties, one Standing Room Only urinal unit, and the balance Tufways), 
three restroom trailers, and 73 hand-wash stations (half Satellite Industries 
Waves from the company’s inventory, the rest PolyPortables, Inc. Tag Alongs 
rented from a colleague).

Some 115 units, including five handicap-accessible, were set up at the 
main venue — a few at bus stops, the hospitality center, and parking lots, 
but the bulk in large banks, along with six to eight hand-wash stations, were 
placed at the four corners of the facility. The crew placed the ACSI trailers 
near the stage for the performers and the Ameri-Can Engineering trailer in 
the food court/beer garden, along with the urinal unit.

Thirty units and six hand-wash stations were arranged in two banks 
at a smaller, adjacent venue. The rest of the inventory was taken to 23 
campgrounds. Thirteen units were rented to individual campsites.

“It’s easier to send a driver 

to pick up toilets if they’re 

all in one spot. I probably 

spent a little bit extra labor, 

but at least you don’t 

have to send somebody 

with a map to go to this 

campground, get these six, 

go to another campground, 

get these eight.’’

Scott Weld

<<< The Buck’s team includes, from 
left, Milah Weld, Susie Sieg, Josh 
Wooley, Sten Weld, Scott Weld and 
Eric Brownrigg.

(continued)

the teaM

Lisa and Scott Weld, owners of Buck’s 
Sanitary Service in Eugene, Ore., have a 
staff  of 10 — an offi  ce worker, yard worker, 
part-time mechanic and seven drivers. 
Lisa works in the offi  ce answering phones 
and managing the creative and marketing 
side while Scott fi lls in on everything 
from management to running routes to 
maintenance. Five people worked on the 
Oregon Jamboree along with the Welds 
and their three children, Maren, 9; Milah, 
13; and Sten, 17; who are accustomed to 
helping out at events.

 

coMpany history

In April 2012, Lisa and Scott Weld 
bought Buck’s — for the second time. Th eir 
fi rst crack at it was in 1995 when Scott’s 
father heard the 20 -year-old business was 
having problems. Th e family made an off er 
to the founder and operated it for four 
years as an add-on to their trash and septic 
service business. In 1999, when Weld’s 
father retired, they sold it to a national 
solid waste company. Weld went to work 
for that company, then 10 years later tried 
his hand again at self-employment in the 
trash business. A few challenges cropped 
up, but they turned out to be fortuitous, 
says Lisa Weld.

(continued)

<<< Susie Sieg, of Buck’s Sanitary Service, 
unloads a Satellite Industries Maxim 3000 

restroom at the Oregon Jamboree.
(Photos by Peter Krupp)

tHe JoB: Oregon Jamboree
locAtIoN: Sweet Home, Ore.
tHe PRo: Buck’s Sanitary Service

tHe JoB: Oregon Jamboree

oN locAtIoN
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came through the door and said, 
‘Do you want to buy Buck’s back?’ 
It was really a door closing, door 
opening, all in the same day.”
Scott Weld
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At the oregon Jamboree 
music festival, the crew 
at Buck’s Sanitary Service 
provides service that singsprovides service that sings
BY BettY dAGeFoRde

 Let’s roLL

Eight times, Sunday through Wednesday, a caravan of three trailers 
made the hour-long drive up Interstate 5 from the company’s yard to the 
Jamboree site to deliver units. Two of their 15-year-old company-built 
trailers held 16 units each and a third trailer carried 20 (also company-built, 
using an Explorer receiver from McKee Technologies, Inc.). The company 
used service vehicles to pull the trailers.

Weld tried a new approach for the removal process. Sunday night 
and continuing Monday, the team pumped and moved all units to a single 
staging area, which he felt simplified the job. “It’s easier to send a driver to 
pick up toilets if they’re all in one spot,” he explains. “I probably spent a little 
bit extra labor, but at least you don’t have to send somebody with a map to 
go to this campground, get these six, go to another campground, get these 
eight. Then you start leaving sinks behind and the (handicap unit) doesn’t 
fit. It’s just a logistics nightmare trying to get the loads to work out.” During 
the week, they grabbed units as schedules permitted.

 

keepin’ it cLean

Jamboree organizers required someone be on site and available by 
radio at all times so Weld, his son and another member of the team stayed in 
a motor home at one of the campgrounds.

Venue units were serviced each night from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m. At 6:30 
a.m. they started in on the campground units, finishing around 9:30 a.m. 
During the day, they pumped out 20 RVs and 19 holding tanks — 10 at the 
two shower facilities and the balance for the food vendors.

Five service vehicles were used: A 2010 Peterbilt 335 and a 2008 
International 4300, both built out by Progress Vactruck with 1,500-gallon 
waste/500-gallon freshwater aluminum tanks; a 2001 Isuzu FTR from 
Workmate/FMI Truck Sales & Service with an 850-gallon waste/350-gallon 
freshwater steel tank; and two 2000 International 4700s built out by Lely 
Manufacturing Inc. with 750-gallon waste/350-gallon freshwater steel tanks. 
All have Masport pumps.

Waste was transported to the company’s yard each night and transferred 
to a 20,000-gallon tank. From there, another pumping contractor picked up 
the waste and disposed of it by land application.

 

saMe But different

In one sense, Weld was an old pro at this event, so it was “pretty much 
business as usual,” he says. On the other hand, the size and scope had 
changed significantly over the years — their first year, they brought in 60 
units for one venue and four campgrounds. “That was the most difficult 
thing for me,” he says. “So I had to get my act together.” He quickly got his 
arms around it. “You’ve got to just scratch your head and kick it in gear and 
go. We didn’t stop moving all weekend.” ■

Advanced Containment 
Systems, Inc.
800/927-2271
www.acsi-us.com

Ameri-Can Engineering
574/892-5151
www.ameri-can.com

Lely Manufacturing, Inc.
800/334-2763
www.lelyus.com

Masport, Inc.
800/228-4510
www.masportpump.com

McKee Technologies - 
Explorer Trailers
866/457-5425
www.mckeetechnologies.com
(See ad page 46)

PolyPortables, Inc.
800/241-7951
www.polyportables.com
(See ad page 33)

Progress Vactruck
800/467-5600
www.progressvactruck.com

Satellite Industries
800/328-3332
www.satelliteindustries.com
(See ad page 27)

Workmate/FMI Truck  
Sales & Service
800/927-8750
www.fmitrucks.com

MORE INFO

^^^ Milah Weld helps out her father’s crew, keeping restrooms and hand-wash 
stations stocked with soap and paper products at the Oregon Jamboree, includ-
ing these Wave sinks from Satellite Industries.

^^^ Satellite Industries Tufway restrooms are lined up and ready to go before the 
Oregon Jamboree, complete with lighting strung in the front of the units.
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Water department team
County of Kauai, Hawaii

The Kauai water 
department traverses 

a clear path toward 
system revitalization
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he County of Kauai 
Department of Water, 
charged with the task 
of supplying water 
across the island of 

Kauai, Hawaii, is working to unify 
and modernize its water system 
under its comprehensive Water Plan 
2020. The plan, devised in 2000, 
aims to upgrade aging water infra-
structure, unite separate water sys-
tems and ensure an abundant supply 
of quality water for the future on 
fi rm fi nancial footing. 

The department currently oper-
ates 11 unconnected water systems 
ranging from Haena in the north 
to Kekaha in the south. While the 
island covers more than 560 square 
miles, the water distribution system 
covers 68 square miles, primarily 
along the island’s coast. 

The department monitors, oper-
ates and maintains 50 deep well 
pumping stations, 19 booster pump-
ing stations, four tunnel sources, 58 
storage tanks, 75 control valve sta-
tions and over 400 miles of pipeline 

serving approximately 66,000 resi-
dents. All department revenues are 
derived from water sales.

 
Unique supply challenges

“The island has unique chal-

lenges in securing its water supply,” 
says Bill Eddy, deputy manager and 
engineer with the department. “One 
side of the island receives 13 inches 
of rain per year, while the other is 
the wettest location on Earth, receiv-

T

 PLANNING 
WITH VISION
The Hawaiian island of Kauai is meeting the challenges of its geography, 
climate and remote location while revitalizing its aging water system
By Peter Kenter

“The island has unique challenges in securing its water
supply. One side of the island receives 13 inches of rain 

per year, while the other is the wettest location 
on Earth, receiving 455 inches annually.”

Bill Eddy

Deputy Manager of Engineering Bill Eddy, left, pipefi tter 
Jeffery Silva, equipment operator Corey Silva and lead 
pipefi tter Craig Shirai (out of view) work to replace 
copper piping. (Photography by Dianne Reynolds)

FOCUS: WATER

(continued)

ing 455 inches annually. This is also 
the oldest of the main Hawaiian 
islands and the most eroded. Fresh 
rock is more permeable, but old 
rock doesn’t offer good geology for 
wells, so we still need to practice 
water conservation despite the heavy 
rainfall in parts of the island. Our 
water supply relies 85 percent on 
groundwater and 15 percent on sur-
face water.” 

Water is pumped into storage 
tanks, then transmitted through a 
pipe system ranging from 3/4 inches 

in diameter for those lines serving 
just a few customers on isolated 
routes to 24-inch mains. The distri-
bution system is comprised of every-
thing from galvanized steel to 
asbestos cement, cast iron, ductile 
iron, concrete cylinder and PVC. 
Pipes range in age from brand new 
up to 90 years old. 

A thorough survey of the system 
conducted in the late 1990s revealed 
defi ciencies in pipe condition, along 
with concerns about system capacity, 
water supply levels, storage capacity 

and the fi nancial needs of the system. 
The survey rated the condition 

of the overall system as poor, not-
ing the deterioration of pipelines 
and mapping a series of vulnerable 
mainlines located in remote areas 
with poor access that impeded repair 
and maintenance. 

That study preceded Water Plan 
2020, a thorough roadmap to revi-
talizing the water system. 

“I was the director at the Maui 
Water Board at the time that Water 
Plan 2020 was being developed,” says 
David Craddick, current manager and 
chief engineer at Kauai. “I watched 
with some amazement at the number 
of community meetings that were 
held by manager Ernest Lau at the 
time. The community was heavily 
involved in developing the plan, and 
that’s why the plan has been imple-
mented without much further 
debate in fi nancing the projects.” 

To date, $125 million of a pro-
posed $600 million has been spent 
on the program with the department 
making good progress on its con-
struction schedule. 

Current work involves a continu-
ing emphasis on replacing pipelines. 

“Each of the old pipe materials 
continues to display its own weak-
ness,” notes Eddy. “We’re seeing fail-
ures in the joints and rubber gaskets 
of asbestos cement pipe that have 
caused us a lot of trouble. Cast iron 
lines become brittle and are subject 
to full circle cracks, often due to 
tree roots or ground shifts. PVC 
reaching the end of its service life 
is subject to lateral cracks, particu-
larly the thinner material installed 
decades ago.” 

Ductile iron is faring much bet-
ter, with occasional pinholes present-
ing the worst problems. Eddy notes 
that the island is fortunate to pos-
sess largely neutral soil. 
While aggressive 
soils in Oahu and 

ISLAND WATER PROJECTS 
BEGIN WITH A BLESSING

 
The fi rst step in any major construction project undertaken by the 

County of Kauai Department of Water is the blessing of the project by 
a Hawaiian kahu, a local spiritual leader. 

“The grounds of the island are sacred in so many ways,” says Bill 
Eddy, deputy manager with the department. “We have a priest or 
priestess bless the grounds in any project that involves digging.” 

Eddy notes that the original Hawaiians didn’t possess iron tools and 
used wooden or stone tools instead. 

“Because digging in fi rm ground was so diffi cult, they buried their 
ancestors in the sand or in caves,” he says. “When we break ground to 
construct a pipeline in the sandy areas along the coast, we sometimes 
come across a burial site, so we have the area blessed and ask forgive-
ness for disturbing the dead.” 

Any contact with historic artifacts or burial sites is also overseen 
by a cultural monitor, an archeological expert, the Kauai Burial Council 
and the State Historic Preservation Division to ensure that any bones 
of the deceased — iwi — are treated with care and respect.

“At the end of a project, we also hold a dedication ceremony in 
which we give thanks for keeping the workers safe,” Eddy says. 
“Improving the water system is considered good work that improves 
the lives of island residents.”
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Craig Shirai feeds 1-inch soft 
copper pipe through a hole bored 
by the Grundomat horizontal 
boring tool from TT Technologies.

A newly installed water meter from 
Badger Meter. 
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Honolulu are notorious for attack-
ing water infrastructure, the exte-
rior of iron pipe fares well in Kauai, 
making ductile iron the replacement 
material of choice.

 
Mains buried deeper

The Kauai team is now burying 
new mains deeper than in the past. 
“Some of the older pipes were bur-
ied less than 3 feet deep, and we’re 

now adding 3 feet of cover to the 
top of the pipe,” Eddy says. “We’re 
enforcing the new standard to see 
if it has an effect on breakage.” 

Sections of older pipelines are 
also being aligned with public roads 
as they are replaced. “From the 
1920s to the 1950s, they were typi-
cally aligned along the shortest 
route, which caused them to be 
installed through pastures, forests 

and private property,” Eddy says. 
“Access and maintenance has been 
a problem with these pipelines.” 

In-house crews tackle mainline 
replacement jobs up to 500 feet in 
length. The work is primarily dig- 
and-replace. 

“We have also done several hor-
izontal directional drilling (HDD) 
projects using both HDPE and fus-
ible PVC C900,” Eddy says. “Most 
HDD work has been done at stream 
crossings, a few of them under emer-
gency conditions when existing pipe-
lines were damaged during severe 
winter storms. We did one slipline 
job on an old 27-inch steel pipe, 
sliplined with 16-inch HDPE.” 

Outside contractors are engaged 
in larger projects, often shipping in 
workers and equipment by barge.

 
Switching to RFPs

During fiscal year 2011-12, the 

department switched from a tradi-
tional low bid process to a request 
for proposal system. While the major 
transition temporarily slowed the 
pace at which projects were adver-
tised, the new approach is expected 
to provide higher-quality contrac-
tors that will assist the department 
in remaining on schedule and on 
budget. 

The department currently has 
no leak detection program in place, 
because it has found it challenging 
to attract qualified technicians to the 
island. Kauai has already purchased 
SubSurface LD-12 listening devices, 
FCS Permaloggers and ZCorr cor-
relators, but currently uses its SCADA 
system to detect most large leaks. 

Repair crews are split into two 
teams, with field crews handling 
pipelines and distribution located 
along the coast, and plant crews han-
dling wells and storage tanks located 

Jeffery Silva (foreground) and Corey Silva clean caked red Kauai dirt off a 
Grundomat horizontal boring tool (TT Technologies).

“I watched with some amazement at the number 
of community meetings that were held by manager 
Ernest Lau at the time. The community was heavily 

involved in developing the plan, and that’s why the plan
has been implemented without much further debate 

in financing the projects.”
David Craddick

Bill Eddy, deputy manager and engineer, 
County of Kauai Department of Water.
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Bill Eddy, deputy manager and engineer, 
County of Kauai Department of Water.

ing 455 inches annually. This is also 
the oldest of the main Hawaiian 
islands and the most eroded. Fresh 
rock is more permeable, but old 
rock doesn’t offer good geology for 
wells, so we still need to practice 
water conservation despite the heavy 
rainfall in parts of the island. Our 
water supply relies 85 percent on 
groundwater and 15 percent on sur-
face water.” 

Water is pumped into storage 
tanks, then transmitted through a 
pipe system ranging from 3/4 inches 

in diameter for those lines serving 
just a few customers on isolated 
routes to 24-inch mains. The distri-
bution system is comprised of every-
thing from galvanized steel to 
asbestos cement, cast iron, ductile 
iron, concrete cylinder and PVC. 
Pipes range in age from brand new 
up to 90 years old. 

A thorough survey of the system 
conducted in the late 1990s revealed 
defi ciencies in pipe condition, along 
with concerns about system capacity, 
water supply levels, storage capacity 

and the fi nancial needs of the system. 
The survey rated the condition 

of the overall system as poor, not-
ing the deterioration of pipelines 
and mapping a series of vulnerable 
mainlines located in remote areas 
with poor access that impeded repair 
and maintenance. 

That study preceded Water Plan 
2020, a thorough roadmap to revi-
talizing the water system. 

“I was the director at the Maui 
Water Board at the time that Water 
Plan 2020 was being developed,” says 
David Craddick, current manager and 
chief engineer at Kauai. “I watched 
with some amazement at the number 
of community meetings that were 
held by manager Ernest Lau at the 
time. The community was heavily 
involved in developing the plan, and 
that’s why the plan has been imple-
mented without much further 
debate in fi nancing the projects.” 

To date, $125 million of a pro-
posed $600 million has been spent 
on the program with the department 
making good progress on its con-
struction schedule. 

Current work involves a continu-
ing emphasis on replacing pipelines. 

“Each of the old pipe materials 
continues to display its own weak-
ness,” notes Eddy. “We’re seeing fail-
ures in the joints and rubber gaskets 
of asbestos cement pipe that have 
caused us a lot of trouble. Cast iron 
lines become brittle and are subject 
to full circle cracks, often due to 
tree roots or ground shifts. PVC 
reaching the end of its service life 
is subject to lateral cracks, particu-
larly the thinner material installed 
decades ago.” 

Ductile iron is faring much bet-
ter, with occasional pinholes present-
ing the worst problems. Eddy notes 
that the island is fortunate to pos-
sess largely neutral soil. 
While aggressive 
soils in Oahu and 

ISLAND WATER PROJECTS 
BEGIN WITH A BLESSING

 
The fi rst step in any major construction project undertaken by the 

County of Kauai Department of Water is the blessing of the project by 
a Hawaiian kahu, a local spiritual leader. 

“The grounds of the island are sacred in so many ways,” says Bill 
Eddy, deputy manager with the department. “We have a priest or 
priestess bless the grounds in any project that involves digging.” 

Eddy notes that the original Hawaiians didn’t possess iron tools and 
used wooden or stone tools instead. 

“Because digging in fi rm ground was so diffi cult, they buried their 
ancestors in the sand or in caves,” he says. “When we break ground to 
construct a pipeline in the sandy areas along the coast, we sometimes 
come across a burial site, so we have the area blessed and ask forgive-
ness for disturbing the dead.” 

Any contact with historic artifacts or burial sites is also overseen 
by a cultural monitor, an archeological expert, the Kauai Burial Council 
and the State Historic Preservation Division to ensure that any bones 
of the deceased — iwi — are treated with care and respect.

“At the end of a project, we also hold a dedication ceremony in 
which we give thanks for keeping the workers safe,” Eddy says. 
“Improving the water system is considered good work that improves 
the lives of island residents.”
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From left, Mayor Bernard Carvalho Jr., Department of Water Board Chair 
Daryl Kaneshiro, County of Kaua’i Council Chair Jay Furfaro, and project 
manager Dustin Moises attend a dedication ceremony for a new 500,000-
gallon tank in Oma’o, led by kahu (or pastor) Ipo Kahaunaele.
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copper pipe through a hole bored 
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he County of Kauai 
Department of Water, 
charged with the task 
of supplying water 
across the island of 

Kauai, Hawaii, is working to unify 
and modernize its water system 
under its comprehensive Water Plan 
2020. The plan, devised in 2000, 
aims to upgrade aging water infra-
structure, unite separate water sys-
tems and ensure an abundant supply 
of quality water for the future on 
fi rm fi nancial footing. 

The department currently oper-
ates 11 unconnected water systems 
ranging from Haena in the north 
to Kekaha in the south. While the 
island covers more than 560 square 
miles, the water distribution system 
covers 68 square miles, primarily 
along the island’s coast. 

The department monitors, oper-
ates and maintains 50 deep well 
pumping stations, 19 booster pump-
ing stations, four tunnel sources, 58 
storage tanks, 75 control valve sta-
tions and over 400 miles of pipeline 

serving approximately 66,000 resi-
dents. All department revenues are 
derived from water sales.

 
Unique supply challenges

“The island has unique chal-

lenges in securing its water supply,” 
says Bill Eddy, deputy manager and 
engineer with the department. “One 
side of the island receives 13 inches 
of rain per year, while the other is 
the wettest location on Earth, receiv-
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 PLANNING 
WITH VISION
The Hawaiian island of Kauai is meeting the challenges of its geography, 
climate and remote location while revitalizing its aging water system
By Peter Kenter

“The island has unique challenges in securing its water
supply. One side of the island receives 13 inches of rain 

per year, while the other is the wettest location 
on Earth, receiving 455 inches annually.”

Bill Eddy

Deputy Manager of Engineering Bill Eddy, left, pipefi tter 
Jeffery Silva, equipment operator Corey Silva and lead 
pipefi tter Craig Shirai (out of view) work to replace 
copper piping. (Photography by Dianne Reynolds)
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Hazardous Truck/Trailer

Vac-Tron Equipment CS 1270
The CS 1270 trailer vac from Vac-Tron Equipment comes standard with 

a 1,200-gallon debris tank and 580 or 1,000 cfm. It is also available with a 
hydraulic-operated opening and locking rear door, wet/dry filtration cyclone, 
30 feet of 3-inch suction hose and tool, and a 27 or 37 hp Kohler gas engine. 
Options include a 24 hp Kohler diesel engine and reverse pressure. It is 
ideal for drill slurry cleanup, as well as other projects that call for slurry 
removal. With the optional reverse pressure, the user can collect the slurry, 
transport it, and off-load it into another container or simply open the rear 
door and dump the material quickly. 888-822-8766; www.vactron.com.

HydroexcavaTion equipmenT and supplies

Ditch Witch Air Saber
Rated for operation at 250 psi, the Ditch Witch Air Saber empowers 

operators to dig faster and more efficiently on a variety of utility installa-
tion projects. Its innovative design increases airflow for users while main-
taining safe operation. A spring-lock, quick-connection system prevents the 
air hose from inadvertent separation, supporting project safety, while the 
body is constructed from nonconductive material, also improving operator 
safety. The ergonomic, full-hand squeeze trigger is comfortable and easy to 
use. It is compatible with the FXT Air series along with other air excavator 
models on the market. 800-654-6481; www.ditchwitch.com.

Enz USA golden jet Bulldog
The golden jet Bulldog rotating nozzle from Enz USA was designed for 

operation with both recycled water and freshwater. An integrated oil-free brak-
ing system results in a low wear-and-tear operation and in controlled numbers 
of rotation. It makes for easy cleaning of root intrusions, grease, solids and 
heavy debris. It is available in 1/2- through 1 1/4-inch connecting threads and 
can be used to clean pipe diameters ranging from 1/2 to 36 inches, depend-
ing on the nozzle and skid specification. 877-369-8721; www.enzusainc.com.

Hi-Vac X-Vac X-13
The X-Vac X-13 hydroexcavator from Hi-Vac has a 27-inch Hg, high-

capacity vacuum system; a 10 gpm at 2,500 psi triplex water pump; a top-
loading, 360-degree boom; polygraphite, rust-free water tanks; a power 
transfer with OMSI heavy-duty transfer case design; and a noise-deadening, 
heat-retaining enclosure that surrounds both the water system and the vac-
uum system. It can carry up to 23,000 pounds, and it can transport and 
dump debris on site. 800-752-2400; www.hi-vac.com.

Hurco Technologies hydroexcavation vacuums
The 250- and 550-gallon hydroexcavation vacuums from Hurco Tech-

nologies use quality components to provide maximum performance in a 
compact trailer or skid. They are ideal for smaller jobs to avoid needing to 
pull large vacuum units from other projects and for accessing delicate 
terrains or tight areas, such as golf courses and parks. The fully opening 
hydraulically powered door allows for easy cleaning, and the fixed-angle 
tank eliminates numerous maintenance and wear issues that arise with 
hydraulic-lift tanks. 800-888-1436; www.hurcotech.com.

PRODUCT FOCUS

HYDROEXCAVATION AND  
INDUSTRIAL JET/VAC SERVICES
By Craig Mandli

Vac-Tron Equipment CS 1270

Hi-Vac X-Vac X-13

Ditch Witch Air Saber

Enz USA golden jet Bulldog Hurco Technologies hydroexcavation vacuums
Hydra-Flex Ripsaw

The Ripsaw rotating turbo nozzle from Hydra-Flex blasts a 0-degree 
water stream at up to 3,200 psi while rotating at a high speed to provide an 
18-degree cone of coverage. Its cone-shaped flow pattern is ideal for pothol-
ing applications. The heavy-duty, high-impact nozzles are constructed with 
stainless steel housings and tungsten carbide wear surfaces to withstand 
harsh environments and provide long life. Repair kits are available for 
extended life and lower operating costs. Select from traditional coating 
(blue) or upgrade to the heavy-duty coating (green), a formulation designed 
for use in extreme environments. Greater impingement allows users to com-
plete jobs faster or use a smaller nozzle size while getting the same impact 
as nozzles with higher flow rates. 952-808-3640; www.hydraflexinc.com.

McLaughlin Vermeer ECO75
The McLaughlin midrange Vermeer ECO75 truck-mounted vacuum 

excavator has a three-stage cyclonic filtration system, allowing for both wet 
and dry excavation, as well as a cam-over full-open external hydraulic door. 
It offers fuel economy and low operating costs. By utilizing a 74 hp DEUTZ 
auxiliary engine to power the vacuum excavator, contractors see reduced 
fuel consumption compared to running the vacuum excavator off a 270 hp 
PTO-driven truck engine. The excavator is available with a 500-, 800- or 
1,200-gallon spoils tank. Contractors can customize the system with an 
optional 5-inch boom, a sewer jetter or air compressor. 800-435-9340; 
www.mclaughlinunderground.com.

NozzTeq MONRO-JET
The MONRO-JET hydroexcavation nozzle from NozzTeq combines the 

power of a solid-stream pencil jet with the large coverage of a fan jet. Its cir-
cular water jet motion generates tremendous power at modest gallons per 

minute rates, allowing the operator to move faster whether hydroexcavat-
ing, surface cleaning or cleaning sewer lines. It can be used for other types 
of surface cleaning such as concrete, steel, castings and large surface areas 
including line removal from runways. It can be modified for internal pipe 
cleaning of sewers and pipes of all types. An orbital design increases per-
formance at a lower gallons per minute rate and pressures as high as 36,250 
psi. 866-620-5915; www.nozzteq.com.

 

Presvac Systems Hydrovac
The versatile Presvac Systems Hydrovac is designed for cold weather 

operation with optional full compliance with DOT specifications for collec-
tion or transportation of hazardous materials. The high-vacuum blower 
allows extraction of all types of soils, gravel, rock, clay, water and silt mate-
rial, with knockout features in the debris tank minimizing carryover. Mod-
ular filtration configured to blower size provides blower protection and 
minimal maintenance. It comes with a heavy-duty, 8-inch boom that extends 
up to 25 feet, with six-way hydraulic power and wireless controls for all boom 
functions, soft-start water pump, vacuum breaker and truck engine speed. 
800-387-7763; www.presvac.com.

Ramvac by Sewer Equipment HX-12
The HX-12 hydroexcavator from Ramvac by Sewer Equipment has a 

12-yard debris tank and a temperature-controlled environmental chamber 
that contains the entire water system, including water tanks. A directional 
discharge system allows the operator to off-load debris back into the exca-
vation site when finished, without the mess of dumping the tank. This sys-
tem also allows operators to blow any obstructions out of the dig hose. It 
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Hazardous Truck/Trailer

Vac-Tron Equipment CS 1270
The CS 1270 trailer vac from Vac-Tron Equipment comes standard with 

a 1,200-gallon debris tank and 580 or 1,000 cfm. It is also available with a 
hydraulic-operated opening and locking rear door, wet/dry filtration cyclone, 
30 feet of 3-inch suction hose and tool, and a 27 or 37 hp Kohler gas engine. 
Options include a 24 hp Kohler diesel engine and reverse pressure. It is 
ideal for drill slurry cleanup, as well as other projects that call for slurry 
removal. With the optional reverse pressure, the user can collect the slurry, 
transport it, and off-load it into another container or simply open the rear 
door and dump the material quickly. 888-822-8766; www.vactron.com.

HydroexcavaTion equipmenT and supplies

Ditch Witch Air Saber
Rated for operation at 250 psi, the Ditch Witch Air Saber empowers 

operators to dig faster and more efficiently on a variety of utility installa-
tion projects. Its innovative design increases airflow for users while main-
taining safe operation. A spring-lock, quick-connection system prevents the 
air hose from inadvertent separation, supporting project safety, while the 
body is constructed from nonconductive material, also improving operator 
safety. The ergonomic, full-hand squeeze trigger is comfortable and easy to 
use. It is compatible with the FXT Air series along with other air excavator 
models on the market. 800-654-6481; www.ditchwitch.com.

Enz USA golden jet Bulldog
The golden jet Bulldog rotating nozzle from Enz USA was designed for 

operation with both recycled water and freshwater. An integrated oil-free brak-
ing system results in a low wear-and-tear operation and in controlled numbers 
of rotation. It makes for easy cleaning of root intrusions, grease, solids and 
heavy debris. It is available in 1/2- through 1 1/4-inch connecting threads and 
can be used to clean pipe diameters ranging from 1/2 to 36 inches, depend-
ing on the nozzle and skid specification. 877-369-8721; www.enzusainc.com.

Hi-Vac X-Vac X-13
The X-Vac X-13 hydroexcavator from Hi-Vac has a 27-inch Hg, high-

capacity vacuum system; a 10 gpm at 2,500 psi triplex water pump; a top-
loading, 360-degree boom; polygraphite, rust-free water tanks; a power 
transfer with OMSI heavy-duty transfer case design; and a noise-deadening, 
heat-retaining enclosure that surrounds both the water system and the vac-
uum system. It can carry up to 23,000 pounds, and it can transport and 
dump debris on site. 800-752-2400; www.hi-vac.com.

Hurco Technologies hydroexcavation vacuums
The 250- and 550-gallon hydroexcavation vacuums from Hurco Tech-

nologies use quality components to provide maximum performance in a 
compact trailer or skid. They are ideal for smaller jobs to avoid needing to 
pull large vacuum units from other projects and for accessing delicate 
terrains or tight areas, such as golf courses and parks. The fully opening 
hydraulically powered door allows for easy cleaning, and the fixed-angle 
tank eliminates numerous maintenance and wear issues that arise with 
hydraulic-lift tanks. 800-888-1436; www.hurcotech.com.
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Hydra-Flex Ripsaw

The Ripsaw rotating turbo nozzle from Hydra-Flex blasts a 0-degree 
water stream at up to 3,200 psi while rotating at a high speed to provide an 
18-degree cone of coverage. Its cone-shaped flow pattern is ideal for pothol-
ing applications. The heavy-duty, high-impact nozzles are constructed with 
stainless steel housings and tungsten carbide wear surfaces to withstand 
harsh environments and provide long life. Repair kits are available for 
extended life and lower operating costs. Select from traditional coating 
(blue) or upgrade to the heavy-duty coating (green), a formulation designed 
for use in extreme environments. Greater impingement allows users to com-
plete jobs faster or use a smaller nozzle size while getting the same impact 
as nozzles with higher flow rates. 952-808-3640; www.hydraflexinc.com.

McLaughlin Vermeer ECO75
The McLaughlin midrange Vermeer ECO75 truck-mounted vacuum 

excavator has a three-stage cyclonic filtration system, allowing for both wet 
and dry excavation, as well as a cam-over full-open external hydraulic door. 
It offers fuel economy and low operating costs. By utilizing a 74 hp DEUTZ 
auxiliary engine to power the vacuum excavator, contractors see reduced 
fuel consumption compared to running the vacuum excavator off a 270 hp 
PTO-driven truck engine. The excavator is available with a 500-, 800- or 
1,200-gallon spoils tank. Contractors can customize the system with an 
optional 5-inch boom, a sewer jetter or air compressor. 800-435-9340; 
www.mclaughlinunderground.com.

NozzTeq MONRO-JET
The MONRO-JET hydroexcavation nozzle from NozzTeq combines the 

power of a solid-stream pencil jet with the large coverage of a fan jet. Its cir-
cular water jet motion generates tremendous power at modest gallons per 

minute rates, allowing the operator to move faster whether hydroexcavat-
ing, surface cleaning or cleaning sewer lines. It can be used for other types 
of surface cleaning such as concrete, steel, castings and large surface areas 
including line removal from runways. It can be modified for internal pipe 
cleaning of sewers and pipes of all types. An orbital design increases per-
formance at a lower gallons per minute rate and pressures as high as 36,250 
psi. 866-620-5915; www.nozzteq.com.

 

Presvac Systems Hydrovac
The versatile Presvac Systems Hydrovac is designed for cold weather 

operation with optional full compliance with DOT specifications for collec-
tion or transportation of hazardous materials. The high-vacuum blower 
allows extraction of all types of soils, gravel, rock, clay, water and silt mate-
rial, with knockout features in the debris tank minimizing carryover. Mod-
ular filtration configured to blower size provides blower protection and 
minimal maintenance. It comes with a heavy-duty, 8-inch boom that extends 
up to 25 feet, with six-way hydraulic power and wireless controls for all boom 
functions, soft-start water pump, vacuum breaker and truck engine speed. 
800-387-7763; www.presvac.com.

Ramvac by Sewer Equipment HX-12
The HX-12 hydroexcavator from Ramvac by Sewer Equipment has a 

12-yard debris tank and a temperature-controlled environmental chamber 
that contains the entire water system, including water tanks. A directional 
discharge system allows the operator to off-load debris back into the exca-
vation site when finished, without the mess of dumping the tank. This sys-
tem also allows operators to blow any obstructions out of the dig hose. It 
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includes a long-range wireless remote, NEMA 4 electrical system, a 900,000 
Btu water boiler and a three-stage cyclonic filtration system. The standard 
4,400 cfm blower delivers fuel economy. It is available with a RamAir air 
excavation system touting a 185 cfm at 150 psi air compressor for when 
the operator can’t risk adding water to the problem area. 877-735-4640; 
www.ram-vac.com.

Rival Hydrovac T7
The T7 from Rival Hydrovac is a road-legal, cost-effective unit engi-

neered to work primarily in urban settings. It offers a 7-cubic-yard debris 
body, 800 gallons of freshwater storage, and hoist and “pressure off” off-
loading capabilities, allowing it to pressure loads into other vessels, vehi-
cles, or tanks in minutes. Its RAPTORLOCK dump door system allows the 
door to hold a seal under vacuum or pressure without the use of manual 
wing nuts. It includes a Robuschi USA ROBOX enclosed blower system with 
quiet operation and 2,650 cfm at full vacuum. It comes with a 12-volt boiler 
system, 14 gpm water system and full winterization features. Its 6-inch boom 
offers full rotation and is extendable to 20 feet. An Aarcomm Systems remote 
system controls the boom, water, and vacuum, and it displays real-time truck 
weight. A full safety package includes a safety railing atop the truck, engi-
neered D-ring tie-offs, and boom cradle sensors to prevent driving with the 
boom deployed. 403-550-7997; www.rivalhydrovac.com.

Schwing America VX115 vacuum excavator
The VX115 vacuum excavator from Schwing America is an all-in-one 

unit with air and water systems onboard. Roll-off vacuum boxes can be 
changed out on site while work continues. It offers 115 feet of horizontal 
and 110 feet of vertical reach, which allows more than 1 acre to be covered 
from one setup. It is based on a proven four-section, 39-meter roll-and-fold 

boom. The VE115 vacuum extension can connect to any vacuum excava-
tor with a minimum 5,000 SCFM positive-displacement blower. High-pres-
sure water and air connections are on the rear of the chassis with plumbing 
to the boom tip. 888-724-9464; www.schwing.com.

Soil Surgeon hydroexcavating tool
The Soil Surgeon hydroexcavating tool fits any sewer combination 

truck equipped with a telescoping 6- or 8-inch boom. The tool has a 
1-inch water connection. The operator controls water pressure and power-
through truck controls. It has a 6-foot Tuff Tube with handles to guide 
the unit down for potholing or side to side for trenching. Six jets bor-
ing inward cut the soil, while six boring outward bring the tube down. 
949-363-1401; www.soilsurgeoninc.com.

StoneAge HXR-300 Rotary Hydro-X
The HXR-300 Rotary Hydro-X nozzle from StoneAge uses an angled 

rotating jet pattern that’s designed to decrease jet dwell time and reduce 
undercutting for effective work around utilities. Users can save labor hours 
and heavy-equipment costs, all while avoiding the risk of damage to buried 
utilities. It is fully rebuildable, allowing the operator to reduce cost of own-
ership by extending the life of the tool with minimal, low-cost maintenance. 
There are three jetting options available for a variety of applications: higher 
flow for harder surfaces, intermediate flow for general use, and lower flow 
for water savings. It handles pressures up to 5,000 psi and flow rates from 
3.5 to 10 gpm. 866-795-1586; www.stoneagetools.com.

Super Products Mud Dog 1200
The Mud Dog 1200 12-yard-debris-capacity hydroexcavator from Super 

Products has a rear-mounted boom capable of a 19- to 27-foot reach, 
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335-degree rotation, 45-degree upward and 25-degree downward pivot. This 
range of boom motion allows crews to achieve greater work area access and 
deeper digging without halting production to reposition the trunk. Easy-
to-use ejector plate unloading technology provides fast, thorough and safe 
debris removal. A tilt-unloading feature ensures liquids in the debris tank 
are cleared quickly and efficiently, even when unloading in an up-slope/
nose-down position. Options include the Acculevel load-sensor system for pre-
cise debris tank level measurement. 800-837-9711; www.superproductsllc.com.

Supervac Atlas
At 31 1/2 feet, the Atlas hydroexcavation trailer from Supervac offers 

the compact versatility of a regular vacuum truck, with a high payload capac-
ity of 49,400 pounds. It is easy to maneuver with its tight turning radius and 
solves road weight limit issues. It comes equipped with a flashing arrow and 
LED working light, full-opening rear door, protection arm and LED light, 
a hydraulic door lock, 3,600-gallon carbon-steel debris tank and baffle, and 
a catwalk access ladder and handrail. Its six side-mounted and evenly dis-
tributed plastic water tanks (three on each side) have a total capacity of 
1,500 gallons. It runs off the chassis engine of the tractor being used to haul 
the trailer. The unit’s top-loading boom offers 320-degree rotation, exten-
sion of 25 feet, an 8-inch flex hose, top access door and protection elbow. 
866-839-5702; www.supervac.co.

Suttner America turbo nozzles
Turbo nozzles from Suttner America are available with 1/2-inch inlets. 

Made of high-quality, durable brass, they can withstand harsh hydroexca-
vation environments. The inlet eliminates the need for additional fittings 
and decreases the possibility of leaking. Stainless steel turbo nozzles pro-
vide improved materials (tungsten carbide seat and PEEK rotor), which 

extend life. They are available with flow ratings up to 40 gpm and pressure 
ratings up to 8,700 psi. Repair kits and protective covers are available. 
800-831-0660; www.suttner.com.

Tornado Global Hydrovacs F4 ECOLITE
The F4 ECOLITE from Tornado Global Hydrovacs has a 12-cubic-yard 

mud tank and holds 1,400 gallons of freshwater. This unit is over 7,000 
pounds lighter than the company’s older models and offers nearly triple 
the payload. The boom has a 342-degree rotation and a 26-foot reach. The 
F3 ECOLITE is a 10-cubic-yard, 1,200-gallon water tandem-axle unit that 
also more than doubles older payload capacities. With an 8-inch boom 
and a 3,800 cfm blower, although smaller, it’s still robust and powerful. 
877-340-8141; www.tornadotrucks.com.

Transway Systems Terra-Vex HV38
The Transway Systems Terra-Vex HV38 has a 12-yard debris tank with 

onboard scales, which allows a driver to load the tank worry-free. It includes 
a large debris tank for those light loads, saving time and money, complete 
with a 26-foot-by-8-inch telescopic boom. It has a simple one-touch-oper-
ated hydraulic half-door with a 3,800 cfm at 27 inches Hg hydraulically 
driven blower. Water pressure is achieved with a hydraulically driven triplex 
pump, delivering 10 gpm at 3,600 psi from a 1,000-gallon HDPE baffled 
water tank. The water is heated with a 420,000 Btu diesel-fired burner for 
cold weather operation. 800-263-4508; www.transwaysystems.com.
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includes a long-range wireless remote, NEMA 4 electrical system, a 900,000 
Btu water boiler and a three-stage cyclonic filtration system. The standard 
4,400 cfm blower delivers fuel economy. It is available with a RamAir air 
excavation system touting a 185 cfm at 150 psi air compressor for when 
the operator can’t risk adding water to the problem area. 877-735-4640; 
www.ram-vac.com.

Rival Hydrovac T7
The T7 from Rival Hydrovac is a road-legal, cost-effective unit engi-

neered to work primarily in urban settings. It offers a 7-cubic-yard debris 
body, 800 gallons of freshwater storage, and hoist and “pressure off” off-
loading capabilities, allowing it to pressure loads into other vessels, vehi-
cles, or tanks in minutes. Its RAPTORLOCK dump door system allows the 
door to hold a seal under vacuum or pressure without the use of manual 
wing nuts. It includes a Robuschi USA ROBOX enclosed blower system with 
quiet operation and 2,650 cfm at full vacuum. It comes with a 12-volt boiler 
system, 14 gpm water system and full winterization features. Its 6-inch boom 
offers full rotation and is extendable to 20 feet. An Aarcomm Systems remote 
system controls the boom, water, and vacuum, and it displays real-time truck 
weight. A full safety package includes a safety railing atop the truck, engi-
neered D-ring tie-offs, and boom cradle sensors to prevent driving with the 
boom deployed. 403-550-7997; www.rivalhydrovac.com.

Schwing America VX115 vacuum excavator
The VX115 vacuum excavator from Schwing America is an all-in-one 

unit with air and water systems onboard. Roll-off vacuum boxes can be 
changed out on site while work continues. It offers 115 feet of horizontal 
and 110 feet of vertical reach, which allows more than 1 acre to be covered 
from one setup. It is based on a proven four-section, 39-meter roll-and-fold 

boom. The VE115 vacuum extension can connect to any vacuum excava-
tor with a minimum 5,000 SCFM positive-displacement blower. High-pres-
sure water and air connections are on the rear of the chassis with plumbing 
to the boom tip. 888-724-9464; www.schwing.com.

Soil Surgeon hydroexcavating tool
The Soil Surgeon hydroexcavating tool fits any sewer combination 

truck equipped with a telescoping 6- or 8-inch boom. The tool has a 
1-inch water connection. The operator controls water pressure and power-
through truck controls. It has a 6-foot Tuff Tube with handles to guide 
the unit down for potholing or side to side for trenching. Six jets bor-
ing inward cut the soil, while six boring outward bring the tube down. 
949-363-1401; www.soilsurgeoninc.com.

StoneAge HXR-300 Rotary Hydro-X
The HXR-300 Rotary Hydro-X nozzle from StoneAge uses an angled 

rotating jet pattern that’s designed to decrease jet dwell time and reduce 
undercutting for effective work around utilities. Users can save labor hours 
and heavy-equipment costs, all while avoiding the risk of damage to buried 
utilities. It is fully rebuildable, allowing the operator to reduce cost of own-
ership by extending the life of the tool with minimal, low-cost maintenance. 
There are three jetting options available for a variety of applications: higher 
flow for harder surfaces, intermediate flow for general use, and lower flow 
for water savings. It handles pressures up to 5,000 psi and flow rates from 
3.5 to 10 gpm. 866-795-1586; www.stoneagetools.com.

Super Products Mud Dog 1200
The Mud Dog 1200 12-yard-debris-capacity hydroexcavator from Super 

Products has a rear-mounted boom capable of a 19- to 27-foot reach, 
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335-degree rotation, 45-degree upward and 25-degree downward pivot. This 
range of boom motion allows crews to achieve greater work area access and 
deeper digging without halting production to reposition the trunk. Easy-
to-use ejector plate unloading technology provides fast, thorough and safe 
debris removal. A tilt-unloading feature ensures liquids in the debris tank 
are cleared quickly and efficiently, even when unloading in an up-slope/
nose-down position. Options include the Acculevel load-sensor system for pre-
cise debris tank level measurement. 800-837-9711; www.superproductsllc.com.

Supervac Atlas
At 31 1/2 feet, the Atlas hydroexcavation trailer from Supervac offers 

the compact versatility of a regular vacuum truck, with a high payload capac-
ity of 49,400 pounds. It is easy to maneuver with its tight turning radius and 
solves road weight limit issues. It comes equipped with a flashing arrow and 
LED working light, full-opening rear door, protection arm and LED light, 
a hydraulic door lock, 3,600-gallon carbon-steel debris tank and baffle, and 
a catwalk access ladder and handrail. Its six side-mounted and evenly dis-
tributed plastic water tanks (three on each side) have a total capacity of 
1,500 gallons. It runs off the chassis engine of the tractor being used to haul 
the trailer. The unit’s top-loading boom offers 320-degree rotation, exten-
sion of 25 feet, an 8-inch flex hose, top access door and protection elbow. 
866-839-5702; www.supervac.co.

Suttner America turbo nozzles
Turbo nozzles from Suttner America are available with 1/2-inch inlets. 

Made of high-quality, durable brass, they can withstand harsh hydroexca-
vation environments. The inlet eliminates the need for additional fittings 
and decreases the possibility of leaking. Stainless steel turbo nozzles pro-
vide improved materials (tungsten carbide seat and PEEK rotor), which 

extend life. They are available with flow ratings up to 40 gpm and pressure 
ratings up to 8,700 psi. Repair kits and protective covers are available. 
800-831-0660; www.suttner.com.

Tornado Global Hydrovacs F4 ECOLITE
The F4 ECOLITE from Tornado Global Hydrovacs has a 12-cubic-yard 

mud tank and holds 1,400 gallons of freshwater. This unit is over 7,000 
pounds lighter than the company’s older models and offers nearly triple 
the payload. The boom has a 342-degree rotation and a 26-foot reach. The 
F3 ECOLITE is a 10-cubic-yard, 1,200-gallon water tandem-axle unit that 
also more than doubles older payload capacities. With an 8-inch boom 
and a 3,800 cfm blower, although smaller, it’s still robust and powerful. 
877-340-8141; www.tornadotrucks.com.

Transway Systems Terra-Vex HV38
The Transway Systems Terra-Vex HV38 has a 12-yard debris tank with 

onboard scales, which allows a driver to load the tank worry-free. It includes 
a large debris tank for those light loads, saving time and money, complete 
with a 26-foot-by-8-inch telescopic boom. It has a simple one-touch-oper-
ated hydraulic half-door with a 3,800 cfm at 27 inches Hg hydraulically 
driven blower. Water pressure is achieved with a hydraulically driven triplex 
pump, delivering 10 gpm at 3,600 psi from a 1,000-gallon HDPE baffled 
water tank. The water is heated with a 420,000 Btu diesel-fired burner for 
cold weather operation. 800-263-4508; www.transwaysystems.com.
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Vacall - Gradall Industries AllExcavate cold weather package
Vacall - Gradall Industries offers a step-in compartment on its AllExca-

vate hydroexcavators to provide operators with warmth and protection from 
inclement weather. The standard heated compartment is roomy, with enough 
space for an operator to change out of wet and muddy boots and clothing. 
The compartment has floor drainage, racks to hang dry clothing and another 
rack to store the high-pressure hand gun and extensions. Even larger com-
partments with extra room are available. Along with new LED lighting, the 
cold weather package includes extra insulation, heated cabinets for the 
hose reel and water pumps, and boilers that can heat water for more effec-
tive hydroexcavation in frozen ground. 330-339-2211; www.vacall.com.

Vactor ParaDIGm
The ParaDIGm vacuum excavator from Vactor is designed for utility, 

municipal and contractor customers involved in the installation, mainte-
nance and repair of underground water, sewer, gas, electric and telecom-
munications lines. This compact, multiuse truck can dig holes with water 
or air; vacuum, contain, and dispose of drill mud; power pneumatic, hydrau-
lic, or electrical tools; and provide transport and storage of replacement 
parts, equipment, and tools. The truck’s Park-n-Dig design minimizes the time 
between arriving on the job site and excavation, including the ability to dig up 
to 6 feet in depth without additional pipe and hose. Its air compressor powers 
utility tools such as jackhammers and tampers that may be used on the job. The 
truck offers substantial storage space for these tools, including a long-handle 
toolbox. It can also tow up to 20,000 pounds. 800-627-3171; www.vactor.com.

Westech Vac Systems Wolf
The Wolf noncode hydrovac truck from Westech Vac Systems is ideal 

for oil and gas customers working in extreme conditions. The debris body 
is positioned on the optimal spot of the chassis to ensure the payload is pro-

portionately distributed across all axles simultaneously, maximizing legal 
payload for customers and improving operational efficiency. The side-
mounted water tanks reduce the weight by more than 40 percent, lowering 
the overall cost of the truck. The 1,500-gallon capacity ensures ample water 
storage capacity for large or remote jobs. A top-mounted, no-touch water 
fill system is easily accessible from the passenger side of the vehicle. The 
debris body is lifted using a telescoping, dual-acting hydraulic cylinder capa-
ble of 36,000 pounds of force. When fully extended, the debris body exceeds 
a 45-degree dump angle for fast and efficient off-loading. To help the off-
loading process, a heavy-duty, hydraulically powered tank vibrator is mounted 
to the belly of the debris body. 780-955-3030; www.westechvac.com.

indusTrial vacuum Trucks

Guzzler CL dense phase off-load option
The dense phase off-load option for the Guzzler CL industrial vacuum 

loader is ideal for off-loading powders into large silos. Designed to increase 
value by recovering valuable resources for reuse, the truck features a high-
pressure 14.5 psi direct drive cyclo-blower rotary pump with up to 750 cfm 
of free-air displacement. The system pneumatically conveys material through 
a 4-inch hose up to 125 feet vertically. The rear of the dense-phase, off-load 
configuration has a transfer cone with six fluidizing nozzles that fluff mate-
rial into the airstream for improved material conveyance. The industrial 
vacuum system operates effectively in remote or inaccessible locations more 
than 1,000 feet away. It provides accessibility to all internal chambers, with 
a low air-to-cloth ratio. It is also available with a high-pressure, low airflow 
vane pump pressure off-load system that is ideal for the vacuum loading of 
liquids, sludges and thicker materials. 800-627-3171; www.guzzler.com.
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Vac-Con industrial vacuum loader
The industrial vacuum loader from Vac-Con can produce airflows from 

4,700 to 6,100 cfm and vacuum as high as 28 inches Hg, depending on the 
application. It has a 16-cubic-yard debris body capable of vacuuming wet or 
dry materials. Dual cyclonic bag houses make cleaning and decontamination 
easy. Filtration is provided by 26 pleated star bags with a final filter capable 
of HEPA filtration. When vacuuming fine materials, an optional air cannon 
blasts the filter cartridges to maintain the proper air-to-cloth ratio for opti-
mum conveyance. The air cannon, coupled with the automatic material return 
system, will efficiently return fines from the bag houses to the debris body. 
Options include hydroexcavation package. 904-284-4200; www.vac-con.com.

JeT/vac combinaTion Trucks/Trailers

GapVax MC Series
The MC Series combination jet/vac from GapVax is a wet-only vacuum 

truck. The debris body ranges from 5 to 12 cubic yards, with a stainless steel 
version available. The stainless steel water tank can hold up to 2,000 gal-
lons. Vacuum pump options range from 3,500 to 5,000 cfm with up to 27 
inches Hg. The unit comes with an 8-foot, front-mounted telescopic boom, 
reaching 26 feet with a 180-degree rotation. The standard water pump is 
rated at 80 gpm at 2,000 psi. 888-442-7829; www.gapvax.com.

J. Hvidtved Larsen US RECycler 208
The RECycler 208 from J. Hvidtved Larsen US provides users with 

increased flexibility and greater area of use by means of a movable parti-
tion and by allowing the user to turn off the recycling system when not 
needed. The compact, powerful unit increases efficiency and production 
while letting the user get into tight spaces. The system is fully automatic, 
which enables the user to reduce fuel consumption on a daily basis. It is 

mounted on a Kenworth T880 chassis and comes with an 8-cubic-yard tank, 
a jetting capacity of 54 gpm at 2,320 psi, a CVS VacuStar 1300 vacuum pump, 
and an URACA P3-15 jetting pump. 312-705-3818; www.hvidtved.com. F
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Vacall - Gradall Industries AllExcavate cold weather package
Vacall - Gradall Industries offers a step-in compartment on its AllExca-

vate hydroexcavators to provide operators with warmth and protection from 
inclement weather. The standard heated compartment is roomy, with enough 
space for an operator to change out of wet and muddy boots and clothing. 
The compartment has floor drainage, racks to hang dry clothing and another 
rack to store the high-pressure hand gun and extensions. Even larger com-
partments with extra room are available. Along with new LED lighting, the 
cold weather package includes extra insulation, heated cabinets for the 
hose reel and water pumps, and boilers that can heat water for more effec-
tive hydroexcavation in frozen ground. 330-339-2211; www.vacall.com.

Vactor ParaDIGm
The ParaDIGm vacuum excavator from Vactor is designed for utility, 

municipal and contractor customers involved in the installation, mainte-
nance and repair of underground water, sewer, gas, electric and telecom-
munications lines. This compact, multiuse truck can dig holes with water 
or air; vacuum, contain, and dispose of drill mud; power pneumatic, hydrau-
lic, or electrical tools; and provide transport and storage of replacement 
parts, equipment, and tools. The truck’s Park-n-Dig design minimizes the time 
between arriving on the job site and excavation, including the ability to dig up 
to 6 feet in depth without additional pipe and hose. Its air compressor powers 
utility tools such as jackhammers and tampers that may be used on the job. The 
truck offers substantial storage space for these tools, including a long-handle 
toolbox. It can also tow up to 20,000 pounds. 800-627-3171; www.vactor.com.

Westech Vac Systems Wolf
The Wolf noncode hydrovac truck from Westech Vac Systems is ideal 

for oil and gas customers working in extreme conditions. The debris body 
is positioned on the optimal spot of the chassis to ensure the payload is pro-

portionately distributed across all axles simultaneously, maximizing legal 
payload for customers and improving operational efficiency. The side-
mounted water tanks reduce the weight by more than 40 percent, lowering 
the overall cost of the truck. The 1,500-gallon capacity ensures ample water 
storage capacity for large or remote jobs. A top-mounted, no-touch water 
fill system is easily accessible from the passenger side of the vehicle. The 
debris body is lifted using a telescoping, dual-acting hydraulic cylinder capa-
ble of 36,000 pounds of force. When fully extended, the debris body exceeds 
a 45-degree dump angle for fast and efficient off-loading. To help the off-
loading process, a heavy-duty, hydraulically powered tank vibrator is mounted 
to the belly of the debris body. 780-955-3030; www.westechvac.com.

indusTrial vacuum Trucks

Guzzler CL dense phase off-load option
The dense phase off-load option for the Guzzler CL industrial vacuum 

loader is ideal for off-loading powders into large silos. Designed to increase 
value by recovering valuable resources for reuse, the truck features a high-
pressure 14.5 psi direct drive cyclo-blower rotary pump with up to 750 cfm 
of free-air displacement. The system pneumatically conveys material through 
a 4-inch hose up to 125 feet vertically. The rear of the dense-phase, off-load 
configuration has a transfer cone with six fluidizing nozzles that fluff mate-
rial into the airstream for improved material conveyance. The industrial 
vacuum system operates effectively in remote or inaccessible locations more 
than 1,000 feet away. It provides accessibility to all internal chambers, with 
a low air-to-cloth ratio. It is also available with a high-pressure, low airflow 
vane pump pressure off-load system that is ideal for the vacuum loading of 
liquids, sludges and thicker materials. 800-627-3171; www.guzzler.com.
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Vac-Con industrial vacuum loader
The industrial vacuum loader from Vac-Con can produce airflows from 

4,700 to 6,100 cfm and vacuum as high as 28 inches Hg, depending on the 
application. It has a 16-cubic-yard debris body capable of vacuuming wet or 
dry materials. Dual cyclonic bag houses make cleaning and decontamination 
easy. Filtration is provided by 26 pleated star bags with a final filter capable 
of HEPA filtration. When vacuuming fine materials, an optional air cannon 
blasts the filter cartridges to maintain the proper air-to-cloth ratio for opti-
mum conveyance. The air cannon, coupled with the automatic material return 
system, will efficiently return fines from the bag houses to the debris body. 
Options include hydroexcavation package. 904-284-4200; www.vac-con.com.

JeT/vac combinaTion Trucks/Trailers

GapVax MC Series
The MC Series combination jet/vac from GapVax is a wet-only vacuum 

truck. The debris body ranges from 5 to 12 cubic yards, with a stainless steel 
version available. The stainless steel water tank can hold up to 2,000 gal-
lons. Vacuum pump options range from 3,500 to 5,000 cfm with up to 27 
inches Hg. The unit comes with an 8-foot, front-mounted telescopic boom, 
reaching 26 feet with a 180-degree rotation. The standard water pump is 
rated at 80 gpm at 2,000 psi. 888-442-7829; www.gapvax.com.

J. Hvidtved Larsen US RECycler 208
The RECycler 208 from J. Hvidtved Larsen US provides users with 

increased flexibility and greater area of use by means of a movable parti-
tion and by allowing the user to turn off the recycling system when not 
needed. The compact, powerful unit increases efficiency and production 
while letting the user get into tight spaces. The system is fully automatic, 
which enables the user to reduce fuel consumption on a daily basis. It is 

mounted on a Kenworth T880 chassis and comes with an 8-cubic-yard tank, 
a jetting capacity of 54 gpm at 2,320 psi, a CVS VacuStar 1300 vacuum pump, 
and an URACA P3-15 jetting pump. 312-705-3818; www.hvidtved.com. F
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Singer Pressure Management Valve
Singer’s 106/206 PGM-2PR-630-SM Pressure Manage-

ment Valve with integral backup hydraulically man-
ages pressure to reduce water loss, save money and 
prevent unwanted pressure spikes that contribute 
to permanent pipe failure. Built on the Singer 106-
PGM or 206-PGM main valve, a simple field retro-
fit is possible using the paddle-style orifice plate. 
The pressure-reducing pilots independently adjust to 
suit the optimal downstream pressure. The valve requires no electrical power 
or independent flow signal, as it takes its signal from the orifice plate installed 
on the valve inlet. It is available in sizes from 4 to 12 inches with a minimum 
pressure at the valve inlet of 29 psi. 888-764-7858; www.singervalve.com.

Milwaukee Rubber Products Kanaflex KanaBoom
Kanaflex KanaBoom Lite, distributed by Milwaukee Rubber Products, 

is a medium-duty wet and dry material handling vacuum hose with a static 

dissipative polyurethane liner. It is usable in temperatures 
ranging from 40 degrees below zero to 140 degrees F and 
is ideal for industrial vacuum equipment, roof vacuuming, 
dry fertilizer and petroleum coke. It has a flexible, abrasion-
resistant polyurethane liner; rigid PVC helix; and smooth 
bore with a PVC corrugated outside diameter with static 
dissipating materials. It is lightweight and flexible in sub-
zero temperatures. Its abrasive-resistant polyurethane tube 
that provides an increased life span, prevents material buildup, and provides 
quiet operation. 800-325-3730; www.milwaukeerubber.com.

WinCan ScanExplorer 
software module

ScanExplorer is a new add-on 
module for WinCan’s VX inspection 
reporting and management software. 
It navigates scans for rapid review, 
measures and annotates defects, and 

Making a tight seal between two pipes of different diameters can be 
difficult. That is especially true when those pipes carry fluid that 
flows at a high speed or may be carrying foreign objects. Multi-

Flex Annular Seals from Petersen Products are designed specifically for 
those situations.

Petersen Products Multi-Flex Annular Seals simply slip over the end of 
a pipe, creating a seal between an inner bypass pipe and the outer main 
pipeline. According to Phil Lundman, Petersen Products CEO, the versa-
tile product is a fit for many different applications.

“The Petersen Annular Seal can be quickly manufactured for most size, 
pressure, temperature and chemical requirements,” he says. “The Annular 
Seal can be used really in any industry that requires a seal between two pipe 
diameters.”

Multi-Flex Annular Seals are designed to be very flexible, be easy to 
install, and offer many inflation connection options. They are ideal for 
bypassing a pipeline during repairs on a variety of small to large temporary 
pipeline connections.

“Customers find the Petersen Annular Seal much easier to install because 
it is very flexible and lightweight while customizable for almost any project 
requirement,” Lundman says. “It is manufactured from a durable ballistic 

nylon-reinforced polyurethane material designed to maintain durability for 
long periods.”

To inflate the seal, it includes an easy-to-access, 1/4-inch NPT port. 
Using a common air compressor, a technician inflates the seal to a maximum 
of 25 psi when supported on the outside and inside diameters of the two 
pipes being joined, creating a watertight, leak-proof barrier.

“The product has been on the market for roughly five years after several 
years of product development,” Lundman says. “It’s been very well-received 
in the industry.”

As an example of the product’s durability, he points to a case where the 
Annular Seal was employed in the repair of an oil rig tension leg nearly 
100 feet below the surface of the Gulf of Mexico. The seal held up to the 
corrosive saltwater, allowing the technicians to make the necessary repairs.

“Most users of our inflatable seals will not have nearly so much at stake: 
They won’t be contending with 96 feet of saltwater, and the continued per-
formance of an oil platform won’t be at risk,” Lundman says. “But they will 
still be used in important, high-pressure situations, and it’s good to know 
the technology has been proven to work well, even when the challenges are 
extreme.” 800-926-1926; www.petersenproducts.com.

Seal transitions and  
simplify bypass applications
By Craig Mandli

 
 

generates reports at the click of a button. Additional data captured dur-
ing side scanning, such as inclination and temperature, can be plotted 
alongside the scan. The module allows users to view side-scans as virtually 
rendered environments and can do a virtual pan and tilt of the screen. It 
can also present laser profile data to help visualize pipe ovality and geometric 
features. 877-626-8386; www.wincan.com.

Andax Xtreme Shell pipe flange 
containment system

The Xtreme Shell from Andax is a rigid, two-
piece shell designed to fully encapsulate a leaking 
flange, valve, manifold, or leak point. It diverts the 
leak via a drain port and discharge line to a secure 
containment system, allowing for performance of 
any required maintenance when convenient. It is 
simple and quick to install, reusable, usable for both indoor and outdoor 
purposes, UV resistant, and impact resistant to minus 20 degrees F. It handles 
fluid temperatures up to 200 degrees F. It is compatible with oil, petro- 
chemicals, paint, organic fluids and many other liquids. Leak monitoring 
can be added for remote locations and can be managed online or on a 
smartphone. 800-999-1358; www.andax.com.

CK Power Commercial Portable 
generator sets

The line of diesel and NG/LP Commercial 
Portable generator sets from CK Power have a 
range of 10 to 45 kW. The diesel fueled units 
meet Tier 4 Final EPA- and California Air 
Resources Board- certified requirements, and the 
NG/LP fueled units meet wellhead and pipeline EPA-certified requirements. 
They come standard with multiple voltage configurations, sound enclosures 
and custom-configurable power distribution to meet application needs. 
855-257-6937; www.ckpower.com.

Endress+Hauser Field Xpert SMT70 tablet PC
The Field Xpert SMT70 from Endress+Hauser 

is a rugged tablet PC for commissioning and main-
tenance staff to manage field instruments and 
document work progress. It comes installed with 
DeviceCare configuration software and library, 
and the tablet supports HART, PROFIBUS DP/
PA, FOUNDATION Fieldbus, Modbus, CDI, and 
Endress+Hauser service interfaces. It can connect 
to field instrumentation devices directly via a USB or Bluetooth wire-
less modem, a gateway, remote I/O, or multiplexer to a bus system with one-
click connectivity. It comes with an 11.6-inch Multitouch HD display, a 
5-megapixel autofocus camera, a 2-megapixel front-facing camera, and up to 
256 GB storage. 888-363-7377; www.us.endress.com/smt70.

A.Y. McDonald Telescoping Meter Flange
With a retractable flange that allows for an extra 

1/4 inch of room, A.Y. McDonald’s Telescoping Meter 
Flange makes meter installation and replacement 
easy. Available in 2-inch straight and angle FNPT by 
flange ball valves, this product also contains two EPDM 
O-rings that seal the flange to the valve body and four 
304 stainless steel shoulder screws that contribute to 
the robust design. 800-292-2737; www.aymcdonald.com.

Water Cannon Inc. – MWBE wet sandblasting kit
The wet sandblasting kit from Water Cannon 

Inc. – MWBE is designed to remove unwanted sur-
face contamination such as rust, scale, loose paint, 
barnacles and debris. The sand and high-
pressure water work together using venturi 
siphon technology to more safely clean 
metals, concrete and other similar surfaces. 
The kit quick-connects to the end of a commercial pres-
sure washer wand and works on 3,000 up to 6,000 psi systems. It automatically 
draws sand through a 26-foot reinforced, lightweight feed hose using an 
engineered self-venting pickup tube. The venturi siphon technology elim-
inates the need for an air-feed system or other heavy and bulky equipment. 
800-333-9274; www.watercannon.com.
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Singer’s 106/206 PGM-2PR-630-SM Pressure Manage-

ment Valve with integral backup hydraulically man-
ages pressure to reduce water loss, save money and 
prevent unwanted pressure spikes that contribute 
to permanent pipe failure. Built on the Singer 106-
PGM or 206-PGM main valve, a simple field retro-
fit is possible using the paddle-style orifice plate. 
The pressure-reducing pilots independently adjust to 
suit the optimal downstream pressure. The valve requires no electrical power 
or independent flow signal, as it takes its signal from the orifice plate installed 
on the valve inlet. It is available in sizes from 4 to 12 inches with a minimum 
pressure at the valve inlet of 29 psi. 888-764-7858; www.singervalve.com.

Milwaukee Rubber Products Kanaflex KanaBoom
Kanaflex KanaBoom Lite, distributed by Milwaukee Rubber Products, 

is a medium-duty wet and dry material handling vacuum hose with a static 

dissipative polyurethane liner. It is usable in temperatures 
ranging from 40 degrees below zero to 140 degrees F and 
is ideal for industrial vacuum equipment, roof vacuuming, 
dry fertilizer and petroleum coke. It has a flexible, abrasion-
resistant polyurethane liner; rigid PVC helix; and smooth 
bore with a PVC corrugated outside diameter with static 
dissipating materials. It is lightweight and flexible in sub-
zero temperatures. Its abrasive-resistant polyurethane tube 
that provides an increased life span, prevents material buildup, and provides 
quiet operation. 800-325-3730; www.milwaukeerubber.com.

WinCan ScanExplorer 
software module

ScanExplorer is a new add-on 
module for WinCan’s VX inspection 
reporting and management software. 
It navigates scans for rapid review, 
measures and annotates defects, and 

Making a tight seal between two pipes of different diameters can be 
difficult. That is especially true when those pipes carry fluid that 
flows at a high speed or may be carrying foreign objects. Multi-

Flex Annular Seals from Petersen Products are designed specifically for 
those situations.

Petersen Products Multi-Flex Annular Seals simply slip over the end of 
a pipe, creating a seal between an inner bypass pipe and the outer main 
pipeline. According to Phil Lundman, Petersen Products CEO, the versa-
tile product is a fit for many different applications.

“The Petersen Annular Seal can be quickly manufactured for most size, 
pressure, temperature and chemical requirements,” he says. “The Annular 
Seal can be used really in any industry that requires a seal between two pipe 
diameters.”

Multi-Flex Annular Seals are designed to be very flexible, be easy to 
install, and offer many inflation connection options. They are ideal for 
bypassing a pipeline during repairs on a variety of small to large temporary 
pipeline connections.

“Customers find the Petersen Annular Seal much easier to install because 
it is very flexible and lightweight while customizable for almost any project 
requirement,” Lundman says. “It is manufactured from a durable ballistic 

nylon-reinforced polyurethane material designed to maintain durability for 
long periods.”

To inflate the seal, it includes an easy-to-access, 1/4-inch NPT port. 
Using a common air compressor, a technician inflates the seal to a maximum 
of 25 psi when supported on the outside and inside diameters of the two 
pipes being joined, creating a watertight, leak-proof barrier.

“The product has been on the market for roughly five years after several 
years of product development,” Lundman says. “It’s been very well-received 
in the industry.”

As an example of the product’s durability, he points to a case where the 
Annular Seal was employed in the repair of an oil rig tension leg nearly 
100 feet below the surface of the Gulf of Mexico. The seal held up to the 
corrosive saltwater, allowing the technicians to make the necessary repairs.

“Most users of our inflatable seals will not have nearly so much at stake: 
They won’t be contending with 96 feet of saltwater, and the continued per-
formance of an oil platform won’t be at risk,” Lundman says. “But they will 
still be used in important, high-pressure situations, and it’s good to know 
the technology has been proven to work well, even when the challenges are 
extreme.” 800-926-1926; www.petersenproducts.com.
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generates reports at the click of a button. Additional data captured dur-
ing side scanning, such as inclination and temperature, can be plotted 
alongside the scan. The module allows users to view side-scans as virtually 
rendered environments and can do a virtual pan and tilt of the screen. It 
can also present laser profile data to help visualize pipe ovality and geometric 
features. 877-626-8386; www.wincan.com.

Andax Xtreme Shell pipe flange 
containment system

The Xtreme Shell from Andax is a rigid, two-
piece shell designed to fully encapsulate a leaking 
flange, valve, manifold, or leak point. It diverts the 
leak via a drain port and discharge line to a secure 
containment system, allowing for performance of 
any required maintenance when convenient. It is 
simple and quick to install, reusable, usable for both indoor and outdoor 
purposes, UV resistant, and impact resistant to minus 20 degrees F. It handles 
fluid temperatures up to 200 degrees F. It is compatible with oil, petro- 
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can be added for remote locations and can be managed online or on a 
smartphone. 800-999-1358; www.andax.com.

CK Power Commercial Portable 
generator sets

The line of diesel and NG/LP Commercial 
Portable generator sets from CK Power have a 
range of 10 to 45 kW. The diesel fueled units 
meet Tier 4 Final EPA- and California Air 
Resources Board- certified requirements, and the 
NG/LP fueled units meet wellhead and pipeline EPA-certified requirements. 
They come standard with multiple voltage configurations, sound enclosures 
and custom-configurable power distribution to meet application needs. 
855-257-6937; www.ckpower.com.

Endress+Hauser Field Xpert SMT70 tablet PC
The Field Xpert SMT70 from Endress+Hauser 

is a rugged tablet PC for commissioning and main-
tenance staff to manage field instruments and 
document work progress. It comes installed with 
DeviceCare configuration software and library, 
and the tablet supports HART, PROFIBUS DP/
PA, FOUNDATION Fieldbus, Modbus, CDI, and 
Endress+Hauser service interfaces. It can connect 
to field instrumentation devices directly via a USB or Bluetooth wire-
less modem, a gateway, remote I/O, or multiplexer to a bus system with one-
click connectivity. It comes with an 11.6-inch Multitouch HD display, a 
5-megapixel autofocus camera, a 2-megapixel front-facing camera, and up to 
256 GB storage. 888-363-7377; www.us.endress.com/smt70.

A.Y. McDonald Telescoping Meter Flange
With a retractable flange that allows for an extra 

1/4 inch of room, A.Y. McDonald’s Telescoping Meter 
Flange makes meter installation and replacement 
easy. Available in 2-inch straight and angle FNPT by 
flange ball valves, this product also contains two EPDM 
O-rings that seal the flange to the valve body and four 
304 stainless steel shoulder screws that contribute to 
the robust design. 800-292-2737; www.aymcdonald.com.

Water Cannon Inc. – MWBE wet sandblasting kit
The wet sandblasting kit from Water Cannon 

Inc. – MWBE is designed to remove unwanted sur-
face contamination such as rust, scale, loose paint, 
barnacles and debris. The sand and high-
pressure water work together using venturi 
siphon technology to more safely clean 
metals, concrete and other similar surfaces. 
The kit quick-connects to the end of a commercial pres-
sure washer wand and works on 3,000 up to 6,000 psi systems. It automatically 
draws sand through a 26-foot reinforced, lightweight feed hose using an 
engineered self-venting pickup tube. The venturi siphon technology elim-
inates the need for an air-feed system or other heavy and bulky equipment. 
800-333-9274; www.watercannon.com.
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Core & Main announces organization changes
Core & Main announced organizational changes to enhance customer 

value and accelerate company growth. Steve LeClair is the new CEO of the 
stand-alone entity, formerly HD Supply Waterworks. He will oversee the 
waterworks and fire protection businesses with over 246 branch locations 
and 3,000 associates across the country.

In other changes, Jack Schaller has been named president of the water-
works business; Brad Cowles was appointed chief operating officer of Core 
& Main and president of the fire protection business; and Laura Schneider 
was promoted to chief human resources officer, with additional responsi-
bility for marketing, communication, and Total Rewards. Mark Witkowski, 
vice president and chief financial officer, will assume increased responsibility 
for the information technology department; and Mark Whittenburg, general 
counsel and secretary, will assume all legal, contractual, and compliance 
responsibilities.

Felling Trailers names new sales manager
Felling Trailers announced Nathan Uphus as its new 

sales manager. He joined the company in June of 1999 
and progressed through various production and sales posi-
tions. Most recently, he was a territory manager in Tennes-
see, where he helped expand the dealer network in the 
Southeast. As sales manager, he will relocate back to Min-
nesota to take an active part in day-to-day operations at 
the company’s Sauk Centre headquarters.

Vanair announces new inside sales and 
customer service manager

Vanair announced William Lieske as its new inside 
sales and customer service manager. He comes to Vanair 
with 17 years’ experience in providing customer support 
for an international inside sales department. Lieske 
will supervise the company’s inside sales and customer 
service division.

Valley Industries acquires Comet USA
Valley Industries, based in Paynesville, Minnesota, announced it has 

acquired Comet USA, a distributor of industrial high-pressure plunger pumps 
and accessories. Comet USA, based in Burnsville, will now be known as 
Comet Industrial Pump Division.

VersaFlex and Raven Lining Systems merge
VersaFlex and Raven Lining Systems announced that the two companies 

merged effective Jan. 1, 2018. The new company plans to expand and build 
on the combined expertise in polyurea, polyurethane, epoxy and cemen-
titious technologies. F

William Lieske

Nathan Uphus

see photos in color at www.mswmag.com

classifieds

COVERS
POND & TANK COVERS: Industrial & Envi-
ronmental Concepts (IEC) makes gas-col-
lection covers, odor-control covers, heat-
retention covers and clarifier covers. Call 
952-829-0731 www.ieccovers.com  (M07)

DEWATERING

2007 Nutech NT-4000E portable trailer-
mounted dewatering system with diesel-
powered pump dosing plant.  ..... $35,000

Call 301-502-1606, MD M04

FOR SALE: Two (2) Andritz 2.2-meter belt 
presses, unused after complete refurbishing 
to Andritz factory specifications throughout. 
Dyer Equipment Co. 970-454-3784, Ault, 
CO or dyerequipment@aol.com  (M04)

1-meter K-S Kompress Belt Filter Press, 
pictures at iscivil.com, motor control cen-
ter, sludge press control panel, progres-
sive cavity sludge pump, screw conveyor, 
service water booster pump & strainer, air 
compressor, polymer feed system, original 
installation plans, and aluminum catwalks. 
25’ x 35’ x 14’H insulated metal building 
10’ x 10’ roll-up door. Part or whole. Con-
struction and installation contractor avail-
able. Price: Best offer. ISG, 908-665-9796; 
mail@iscivil.com  (M04)

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
GapVax, Inc., a nationally recognized manu-
facturing business, is seeking a talented, 
highly motivated individual to fill a full-time 
Sales Position in the Midwest (Iowa based 
preferred) region. GapVax is the leading 
manufacturer of industrial and municipal 
vacuum units and hydroexcavation units in 
the United States. We provide the most reli-
able, comprehensive, and efficient mobile 
vacuum units in the industrial and munici-
pal markets. Specifications of the position 
are listed on our website, www.gapvax.
com, click on the Now Hiring link in the left 
hand column. Send resumes to or betty@
gapvax.com or 575 Central Avenue, John-
stown, PA 15902. (MBM)

Looking for a new job? Water District 
Jobs, an online job board, lists dozens 
of career opportunities in the water and 
wastewater industry, from water operators 
to general managers. New openings are 
posted every day. Visit http://www.Water 
DistrictJobs.com.  (M04)

SERVICE/REPAIR
Dynamic Repairs - Inspection Camera 
Repairs: 48 hour turn-around time. Gen-
eral Wire, Ratech, RIDGID, Electric Eel Mfg., 
Gator Cams, Insight Vision, Vision Intrud-
ers. Quality service on all brands. Rental 
equipment available. For more info call 
Jack at 973-478-0893. Lodi, New Jersey. 
www.dynamicrepairs.biz (MBM)

TV INSPECTION
NEED TRACTION? We make aftermarket 
more aggressive pads and chain assemblies 
for all chain-driven camera tractors. Cus-
tom, dependable, double-hole fabrication 
secured to high-quality carbon steel chain, 
or just pads and rivets. Also available: non-
gritted pads. Samples upon request. Pipe 
Tool Specialties LLC:  888-390-6794; Fax 
888-390-6670; www.yourtractionpads.com 
or email pts4422@yahoo.com (MBM)

USED Envirosight ROVVER Sewer Inspection 
Crawler: Overhauled with new parts and 
ready to run. Includes automatic cable reel, 
pan/tilt/zoom camera, steerable 6-wheel-
drive tractor with various wheel sets, con-
trols, and accessories. $25,000. Call 973-
252-6700. (M04)

LOOKING FOR TRACTION IN THAT GREASY 
PIPE?? Finally – a flexible polymer wheel 
with carbide grit for added traction in all 
pipe types and conditions, fitting most major 
CCTV transporter brands. Patent pending. 
Order today at trugrittraction.com, call 407-
900-1091 or email info@trugrittraction.com 
 (MBM)

Used SeeSnake Camera Systems in all siz-
es; Used General Wire Spring Camera Sys-
tems in all sizes; Used machines in all sizes. 
We want your trade! The Cable Center: 
800-257-7209. (CBM)

Used and rebuilt camera kits in stock: 
RIDGID Mini Compact, Mini Color, Standard 
Self-Leveling, General Gen-Eye I, II and III, 
Aries Seeker, and SRECO kits. The Cable 
Center: 800-257-7209. (CBM)

PEARPOINT — Mainliner buying & selling 
used equipment. Canada & USA PEARPOINT 
MAINLINE EQUIPMENT ONLY. Will buy com-
plete Pearpoint trucks. Will buy your old 
system. Do you need parts? 399, 599 reels; 
420, 448 tractors: 494 digital and zoom 
420 light heads. Call 800-265-4298 or 
mainliner2075@hotmail.com (CBM)

Submit your classified ad online!
www.mswmag.com/classifieds/place_ad

If You Indirectly Purchased Ductile Iron Pipe Fittings between January 11, 2008, and 
December 31, 2013, You Could Be Affected by a Proposed Class Action Settlement

Please read the entire Notice carefully, as this Settlement may affect your rights.

What Is This Lawsuit About?
Plaintiffs – indirect purchasers of Ductile Iron Pipe Fittings (“DIPF”) 

between January 11, 2008 and December 31, 2013 – filed a class action lawsuit 
against Defendants – McWane, Inc., SIGMA Corporation, and Star Pipe 
Products, Ltd. – claiming that they paid more for DIPF and Domestic DIPF 
sold by Defendants than they should have because of Defendants’ alleged 
violations of federal and state antitrust laws and state consumer protection 
laws. In a class action, one or more persons or entities brings a lawsuit 
on behalf of everyone harmed in the same way by Defendants’ conduct. 
An indirect purchase is a purchase of DIPF from someone other than the 
Defendants, such as a distributor or other middleman. Purchases of DIPF made 
directly from one or more of the Defendants are not part of this lawsuit. A 
more complete description of the claims alleged in the lawsuit can be found  
at www.DIPFIndirectSettlement.com.

Why Is There A Proposed Settlement With McWane?
Plaintiffs and McWane agreed to the Settlement to avoid the cost and risk 

of a trial. McWane has denied all liability and wrongdoing in this case and has 
asserted various defenses to Plaintiffs’ claims. The Court has not decided in 
favor of the Plaintiffs or McWane. 

What Does The Settlement Provide and  
How Do I Get A Payment?

Under the Settlement, McWane has agreed to pay $1,425,000 in cash into a 
Settlement Fund (the “McWane Settlement Fund”). Plaintiffs and class counsel 
think the McWane Settlement is an excellent result for the members of the class. 
Plaintiffs have already settled with SIGMA and Star for a combined total of 
$2,646,250, and those settlements have been approved by the Court.  If the 
McWane Settlement is also approved by the Court, the settlements will total 
$4,071,250, and the DIPF indirect purchaser litigation will be over.

If you are a class member and do not exclude yourself from the McWane 
Settlement, you may be eligible to receive a payment from the McWane 
Settlement Fund.  To participate in the McWane Settlement, you must submit 
a valid claim form, available at www.DIPFIndirectSettlement.com. Be sure to 
sign the claim form and mail it no later than June 27, 2018 to DIPF Indirect 
Purchaser Antitrust Litigation, c/o GCG, P.O. Box 10251, Dublin, OH   
43017-5751. If the Court approves the Settlement, payments from the McWane 
Settlement Fund will be distributed to class members who submit valid and 
timely claims.  If you have already submitted a valid Claim Form in connection 
with the SIGMA and Star settlements you do not have to submit another one to 
receive a payment from the McWane Settlement Fund.

Am I A Class Member?
The Settlement Class includes all persons or entities that reside or have 

a place of business in the States of Arizona, Arkansas, California, District of 
Columbia, Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, 
Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New 
Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, South Carolina, 
South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, West Virginia, and Wisconsin (the 
“Settlement Class States”) who or that purchased DIPF indirectly from any 
Defendant at any time from January 11, 2008, through June 30, 2011 or who 
or that purchased Domestic DIPF indirectly from McWane or SIGMA at any 
time from September 17, 2009, through December 31, 2013. Excluded from the 
Settlement Class are Defendants and their parents, subsidiaries and affiliates, 
whether or not named as a Defendant in this Action, federal governmental 
entities, and instrumentalities of the federal government.

“Domestic DIPF” means DIPF that is produced by McWane in the United 
States and is used in pressurized water and wastewater projects in the United 
States with domestic-only preferences or specifications.  McWane Domestic 
DIPF was also sold by SIGMA.

Can I Exclude Myself?
If you want to keep the right to sue McWane about the legal issues  

in this case, then you must exclude yourself from the McWane Settlement 
Class. If you exclude yourself from the McWane Settlement Class, 
you will not get any payment from the McWane Settlement Fund. To 
exclude yourself, you must send a letter saying that you want to be excluded. 
Important instructions about how to exclude yourself can be obtained from  
www.DIPFIndirectSettlement.com. Your letter must be postmarked  
by May 29, 2018.

How Do I Object?
You may object to any aspect of the McWane Settlement if you are a class 

member and have not excluded yourself.  If you are in either the McWane, 
SIGMA or Star Settlement Class, you can object to the requests for attorneys’ 
fees, reimbursement of expenses and service awards for the class representatives 
(see below). To object, you must send a letter to the Court. Instructions about 
how to object may be obtained from www.DIPFIndirectSettlement.com.  
Your letter must be received by May 23, 2018.

What If I Do Nothing?
If you do nothing, you will remain in the McWane Settlement Class, 

your claims against McWane will be extinguished, and you will not receive a 
payment from the Settlement Fund. To receive a payment, you must send in a 
valid and timely Claim Form.

Who Represents Me?
The Court has appointed Joseph C. Kohn of Kohn Swift & Graf, P.C.; 

Robert S. Kitchenoff of Weinstein Kitchenoff & Asher LLC; and David Kovel 
of Kirby McInerney, LLP (“Class Counsel”) to represent the Settlement Class 
for purposes of the McWane Settlement. If you want to be represented by your 
own lawyer concerning the McWane Settlement, you may hire one at your  
own expense.

How Will The Lawyers Be Paid?
The lawyers for the indirect purchasers will ask the Court to approve an 

award of attorneys’ fees of up to 1/3 (33.33%) of the total SIGMA, Star, and 
McWane Settlement Funds of $4,071,250. The lawyers have not previously 
asked the Court to approve an award of attorneys’ fees. The lawyers will 
also ask the Court for reimbursement of expenses incurred in the prosecution 
of the lawsuit. The lawyers will also seek service awards in the amount of 
$15,000 for each of the eight class representatives. All awards of attorneys’ 
fees, reimbursement of expenses, and service awards will be paid from the total 
Settlement Fund after the Court approves them. The request for attorneys’ fees, 
reimbursement of expenses, and service awards will be available for viewing on 
the website below once it is filed with the Court.

When Will The Judge Decide?
The Court will hold a fairness hearing at 9:30 a.m. on June 13, 2018, at 

the United States District Court for the District of New Jersey, 402 East State 
Street, Trenton, NJ 08608. If there are objections, the Court will consider them 
at this time. You may appear at the hearing, but you are not required to do so. 
The hearing may be moved to a different date or time without notice. You should 
check the Settlement Website below for updates.

This Notice is only a summary. For more information visit www.DIPFIndirectSettlement.com

www.DIPFIndirectSettlement.com
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Core & Main announces organization changes
Core & Main announced organizational changes to enhance customer 

value and accelerate company growth. Steve LeClair is the new CEO of the 
stand-alone entity, formerly HD Supply Waterworks. He will oversee the 
waterworks and fire protection businesses with over 246 branch locations 
and 3,000 associates across the country.

In other changes, Jack Schaller has been named president of the water-
works business; Brad Cowles was appointed chief operating officer of Core 
& Main and president of the fire protection business; and Laura Schneider 
was promoted to chief human resources officer, with additional responsi-
bility for marketing, communication, and Total Rewards. Mark Witkowski, 
vice president and chief financial officer, will assume increased responsibility 
for the information technology department; and Mark Whittenburg, general 
counsel and secretary, will assume all legal, contractual, and compliance 
responsibilities.

Felling Trailers names new sales manager
Felling Trailers announced Nathan Uphus as its new 

sales manager. He joined the company in June of 1999 
and progressed through various production and sales posi-
tions. Most recently, he was a territory manager in Tennes-
see, where he helped expand the dealer network in the 
Southeast. As sales manager, he will relocate back to Min-
nesota to take an active part in day-to-day operations at 
the company’s Sauk Centre headquarters.

Vanair announces new inside sales and 
customer service manager

Vanair announced William Lieske as its new inside 
sales and customer service manager. He comes to Vanair 
with 17 years’ experience in providing customer support 
for an international inside sales department. Lieske 
will supervise the company’s inside sales and customer 
service division.

Valley Industries acquires Comet USA
Valley Industries, based in Paynesville, Minnesota, announced it has 

acquired Comet USA, a distributor of industrial high-pressure plunger pumps 
and accessories. Comet USA, based in Burnsville, will now be known as 
Comet Industrial Pump Division.

VersaFlex and Raven Lining Systems merge
VersaFlex and Raven Lining Systems announced that the two companies 

merged effective Jan. 1, 2018. The new company plans to expand and build 
on the combined expertise in polyurea, polyurethane, epoxy and cemen-
titious technologies. F

William Lieske

Nathan Uphus

If You Indirectly Purchased Ductile Iron Pipe Fittings between January 11, 2008, and 
December 31, 2013, You Could Be Affected by a Proposed Class Action Settlement

Please read the entire Notice carefully, as this Settlement may affect your rights.

What Is This Lawsuit About?
Plaintiffs – indirect purchasers of Ductile Iron Pipe Fittings (“DIPF”) 

between January 11, 2008 and December 31, 2013 – filed a class action lawsuit 
against Defendants – McWane, Inc., SIGMA Corporation, and Star Pipe 
Products, Ltd. – claiming that they paid more for DIPF and Domestic DIPF 
sold by Defendants than they should have because of Defendants’ alleged 
violations of federal and state antitrust laws and state consumer protection 
laws. In a class action, one or more persons or entities brings a lawsuit 
on behalf of everyone harmed in the same way by Defendants’ conduct. 
An indirect purchase is a purchase of DIPF from someone other than the 
Defendants, such as a distributor or other middleman. Purchases of DIPF made 
directly from one or more of the Defendants are not part of this lawsuit. A 
more complete description of the claims alleged in the lawsuit can be found  
at www.DIPFIndirectSettlement.com.

Why Is There A Proposed Settlement With McWane?
Plaintiffs and McWane agreed to the Settlement to avoid the cost and risk 

of a trial. McWane has denied all liability and wrongdoing in this case and has 
asserted various defenses to Plaintiffs’ claims. The Court has not decided in 
favor of the Plaintiffs or McWane. 

What Does The Settlement Provide and  
How Do I Get A Payment?

Under the Settlement, McWane has agreed to pay $1,425,000 in cash into a 
Settlement Fund (the “McWane Settlement Fund”). Plaintiffs and class counsel 
think the McWane Settlement is an excellent result for the members of the class. 
Plaintiffs have already settled with SIGMA and Star for a combined total of 
$2,646,250, and those settlements have been approved by the Court.  If the 
McWane Settlement is also approved by the Court, the settlements will total 
$4,071,250, and the DIPF indirect purchaser litigation will be over.

If you are a class member and do not exclude yourself from the McWane 
Settlement, you may be eligible to receive a payment from the McWane 
Settlement Fund.  To participate in the McWane Settlement, you must submit 
a valid claim form, available at www.DIPFIndirectSettlement.com. Be sure to 
sign the claim form and mail it no later than June 27, 2018 to DIPF Indirect 
Purchaser Antitrust Litigation, c/o GCG, P.O. Box 10251, Dublin, OH   
43017-5751. If the Court approves the Settlement, payments from the McWane 
Settlement Fund will be distributed to class members who submit valid and 
timely claims.  If you have already submitted a valid Claim Form in connection 
with the SIGMA and Star settlements you do not have to submit another one to 
receive a payment from the McWane Settlement Fund.

Am I A Class Member?
The Settlement Class includes all persons or entities that reside or have 

a place of business in the States of Arizona, Arkansas, California, District of 
Columbia, Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, 
Minnesota, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New 
Mexico, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oregon, South Carolina, 
South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah, Vermont, West Virginia, and Wisconsin (the 
“Settlement Class States”) who or that purchased DIPF indirectly from any 
Defendant at any time from January 11, 2008, through June 30, 2011 or who 
or that purchased Domestic DIPF indirectly from McWane or SIGMA at any 
time from September 17, 2009, through December 31, 2013. Excluded from the 
Settlement Class are Defendants and their parents, subsidiaries and affiliates, 
whether or not named as a Defendant in this Action, federal governmental 
entities, and instrumentalities of the federal government.

“Domestic DIPF” means DIPF that is produced by McWane in the United 
States and is used in pressurized water and wastewater projects in the United 
States with domestic-only preferences or specifications.  McWane Domestic 
DIPF was also sold by SIGMA.

Can I Exclude Myself?
If you want to keep the right to sue McWane about the legal issues  

in this case, then you must exclude yourself from the McWane Settlement 
Class. If you exclude yourself from the McWane Settlement Class, 
you will not get any payment from the McWane Settlement Fund. To 
exclude yourself, you must send a letter saying that you want to be excluded. 
Important instructions about how to exclude yourself can be obtained from  
www.DIPFIndirectSettlement.com. Your letter must be postmarked  
by May 29, 2018.

How Do I Object?
You may object to any aspect of the McWane Settlement if you are a class 

member and have not excluded yourself.  If you are in either the McWane, 
SIGMA or Star Settlement Class, you can object to the requests for attorneys’ 
fees, reimbursement of expenses and service awards for the class representatives 
(see below). To object, you must send a letter to the Court. Instructions about 
how to object may be obtained from www.DIPFIndirectSettlement.com.  
Your letter must be received by May 23, 2018.

What If I Do Nothing?
If you do nothing, you will remain in the McWane Settlement Class, 

your claims against McWane will be extinguished, and you will not receive a 
payment from the Settlement Fund. To receive a payment, you must send in a 
valid and timely Claim Form.

Who Represents Me?
The Court has appointed Joseph C. Kohn of Kohn Swift & Graf, P.C.; 

Robert S. Kitchenoff of Weinstein Kitchenoff & Asher LLC; and David Kovel 
of Kirby McInerney, LLP (“Class Counsel”) to represent the Settlement Class 
for purposes of the McWane Settlement. If you want to be represented by your 
own lawyer concerning the McWane Settlement, you may hire one at your  
own expense.

How Will The Lawyers Be Paid?
The lawyers for the indirect purchasers will ask the Court to approve an 

award of attorneys’ fees of up to 1/3 (33.33%) of the total SIGMA, Star, and 
McWane Settlement Funds of $4,071,250. The lawyers have not previously 
asked the Court to approve an award of attorneys’ fees. The lawyers will 
also ask the Court for reimbursement of expenses incurred in the prosecution 
of the lawsuit. The lawyers will also seek service awards in the amount of 
$15,000 for each of the eight class representatives. All awards of attorneys’ 
fees, reimbursement of expenses, and service awards will be paid from the total 
Settlement Fund after the Court approves them. The request for attorneys’ fees, 
reimbursement of expenses, and service awards will be available for viewing on 
the website below once it is filed with the Court.

When Will The Judge Decide?
The Court will hold a fairness hearing at 9:30 a.m. on June 13, 2018, at 

the United States District Court for the District of New Jersey, 402 East State 
Street, Trenton, NJ 08608. If there are objections, the Court will consider them 
at this time. You may appear at the hearing, but you are not required to do so. 
The hearing may be moved to a different date or time without notice. You should 
check the Settlement Website below for updates.

This Notice is only a summary. For more information visit www.DIPFIndirectSettlement.com

www.DIPFIndirectSettlement.com
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day after day.’ But it was a good crew of operators who pulled together as a team.

It was great to work with such fine people.”

Jimmy Stewart
An Original Environmentalist
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Clayton County (Ga.) Water Authority
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Environmental Service Industry
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WORTH NOTING
PEOPLE/AWARDS

A $200,000 Fund for Lake Michigan grant will support a Kenosha 
County (Wisconsin) Parks wetland restoration project that is set to begin 
this summer. The Petrifying Springs Park Wetland Restoration is designed 
to better manage stormwater with the creation of tree islands and shal-
low wetlands.

Tracy Jones, manager of the Georgetown County (South Carolina) 
Stormwater Division, was named the county’s Manager of the Year for 
2017.

The Pioneer Valley Planning Commission, which serves Hampden 
and Hampshire counties in Massachusetts, received a $50,000 grant from 
the Baker-Polito administration to help meet the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency’s stormwater permitting requirements.

Christopher B. Burke Engineering in Illinois promoted three long-serv-
ing employees to new roles as assistant department heads: Bryan Welch 
and Lee Fell are now assistant department heads of the Civil Design 
Department, and Ilene Dailey is now assistant department head of the 
Drainage Department.

St. Louis Park’s Carpenter Park Stormwater Improvement Project 
won the Minnesota Erosion Control Association’s 2018 Environmental 
Excellence Award. The project involved installing a large concrete vault 
below the park’s surface to collect stormwater from a 42-acre 
watershed.

Park Ridge’s Prospect Park received an Outstanding Facility and Park 
Award from the Illinois Park and Recreation Association. The 11-acre 
park’s features include a stormwater detention area.

Bay County (Florida) is receiving RESTORE Act money from the BP 
Deepwater Horizon oil spill settlement. One of its projects is a $360,000 
project to update the county’s 20-year-old stormwater master plan.

Kalmia Gardens of Coker College (South Carolina) received a $77,500 
grant through Duke Energy’s Water Resources Fund. The grant will fund 
a project to reduce the pollution load entering Black Creek in Hartsville 
by implementing a regenerative stormwater conveyance system.

LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES   

Kansas
The American Water Works Association is offering an Effective 

Utility Management seminar on May 7-8 in Kansas City, Kansas. Visit 
www.awwa.org.

Virginia
The American Society of Civil Engineers is offering a Young Mem-

ber Leadership Symposium on Aug. 3-5 in Reston, Virginia. Visit 
www.asce.org.

Washington
The AWWA is offering an Effective Utility Management seminar on 

April 9-10 in Bellevue, Washington. Visit www.awwa.org. F

April 2-4
Construction Research Congress, presented by the American Society of Civil  
Engineers and the Construction Research Council, Intercontinental New Orleans 
Hotel. Visit www.asce.org.

April 19-21
American Society of Civil Engineers Structures Congress, Fort Worth Convention 
Center, Fort Worth, Texas. Visit www.structurescongress.org.

April 22-24
American Society of Civil Engineers Surveying and Geomatics Conference, Cal Poly 
Pomona university, Pomona, California. Visit www.surveyingconference.org.

April 22-25
American Water Resources Association Spring Specialty Conference: GIS and Water 
Resources, Rosen Centre Hotel, Orlando, Florida. Visit www.awra.org.

May 6-9
American Public Works Association North American Snow Conference,  
Indianapolis. Visit www.apwa.net.

May 22-24
National Utility Contractors Association Washington Summit, Holiday Inn Capitol, 
Washington, D.C. Visit www.nuca.com.

June 3-7
American Society of Civil Engineers World Environmental and Water Resources 
Congress, Hyatt Regency Minneapolis. Visit www.asce.org.

June 11-14
AWWA Annual Conference & Exposition, Mandalay Bay Convention Center,  
Las Vegas. Visit www.awwa.org.

July 9-11
American Water Resources Association Summer Specialty Conference: Managing 
Transboundary Groundwater, Worthington Renaissance Fort Worth Hotel,  
Fort Worth, Texas. Visit www.awra.org.

July 10-12
National Association of Flood and Stormwater Management Agencies Annual  
Meeting, hotel TBA, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Visit www.nafsma.org.

July 29-Aug. 1
American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers Annual International 
Meeting, Cobo Center, Detroit. Visit www.asabe.org.

Aug. 12-16
StormCon, Hyatt Regency Denver at Colorado Convention Center, Denver.  
Visit www.stormcon.com.

Aug. 26-29
American Public Works Association Public Works Expo: PWX, Kansas City  
Convention Center, Kansas City, Missouri. Visit www.apwa.net.

Sept. 17-19
National Rural Water Association WaterPro Conference, Fort Worth, Texas.  
Visit www.nrwa.org.

Oct. 12-15
American Society of Civil Engineers 2018 Convention, Hyatt Regency Denver at 
Colorado Convention Center. Visit www.asce.org.
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WORTH NOTING
PEOPLE/AWARDS
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low wetlands.
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The Pioneer Valley Planning Commission, which serves Hampden 
and Hampshire counties in Massachusetts, received a $50,000 grant from 
the Baker-Polito administration to help meet the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency’s stormwater permitting requirements.

Christopher B. Burke Engineering in Illinois promoted three long-serv-
ing employees to new roles as assistant department heads: Bryan Welch 
and Lee Fell are now assistant department heads of the Civil Design 
Department, and Ilene Dailey is now assistant department head of the 
Drainage Department.

St. Louis Park’s Carpenter Park Stormwater Improvement Project 
won the Minnesota Erosion Control Association’s 2018 Environmental 
Excellence Award. The project involved installing a large concrete vault 
below the park’s surface to collect stormwater from a 42-acre 
watershed.

Park Ridge’s Prospect Park received an Outstanding Facility and Park 
Award from the Illinois Park and Recreation Association. The 11-acre 
park’s features include a stormwater detention area.

Bay County (Florida) is receiving RESTORE Act money from the BP 
Deepwater Horizon oil spill settlement. One of its projects is a $360,000 
project to update the county’s 20-year-old stormwater master plan.

Kalmia Gardens of Coker College (South Carolina) received a $77,500 
grant through Duke Energy’s Water Resources Fund. The grant will fund 
a project to reduce the pollution load entering Black Creek in Hartsville 
by implementing a regenerative stormwater conveyance system.
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Resources, Rosen Centre Hotel, Orlando, Florida. Visit www.awra.org.
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National Utility Contractors Association Washington Summit, Holiday Inn Capitol, 
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June 3-7
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Congress, Hyatt Regency Minneapolis. Visit www.asce.org.
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Las Vegas. Visit www.awwa.org.

July 9-11
American Water Resources Association Summer Specialty Conference: Managing 
Transboundary Groundwater, Worthington Renaissance Fort Worth Hotel,  
Fort Worth, Texas. Visit www.awra.org.

July 10-12
National Association of Flood and Stormwater Management Agencies Annual  
Meeting, hotel TBA, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Visit www.nafsma.org.

July 29-Aug. 1
American Society of Agricultural and Biological Engineers Annual International 
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